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Transport

• Arguably most important aspect of quantum 
materials: electrical and thermal conductivity 
(and crossed coefficients)

• Sensitive, versatile

• Probes extreme long wavelength, low 
frequency

j = �E je = �rT



Theory
• Understanding of transport mainly 

through electron quasiparticle picture

• Boltzmann equation:

[@t + vn(k) ·rr � eE ·rk] fn =
@fn
@t

����
collision

Linearizing this around equilibrium gives conductivities 
in terms of band velocities and scattering rates



Ultra-quantum transport

• How does transport work when 
quasiparticles are not adiabatically 
connected to electrons?

• Or when quasiparticles scatter very 
strongly?

• Or if there are no quasiparticles at all?



Convergence of ideas and 
experiments

• Experiments on 

• non-Fermi liquid metals

• ultra-clean semi-metals

• thermal conductivity in quantum magnets

• electron spin resonance of spin liquids

• Theoretical approaches

• Gauge/gravity duality

• SYK model and related large N theories

• Quantum hydrodynamics

• Field theory



This Talk

• Strongly correlated metals from SYK 
models - a route to calculable non-
quasiparticle transport



Fermi Liquid Theory
Landau provided justification for 
quasiparticle picture in metals 

when T << EF

Low energy excitations act like 
electrons and holes but with 

wavefunction dressing (Z<1), effective 
mass, and Landau interactions

E =
X

k

✏k�nk +
1

2V

X

k,k0

Uk,k0�nk�nk0
scattering is weak because 
not so many low energy qp 

states to scatter to



Heavy Fermi Liquids
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4f-Virtual-Bound-State Formation in CeA13 at Low Temperatures

K. Andres and J. E. Graebner
BeEE Laboratories, Murray HiEE, Neu Jersey 07974

and

H. R. Ott
Laboratorium fur FesthorPerphysih, Eidgeno ssis'che Technische Hochschule,

IIo'nggezbexg, Zurich, Ssritze&Eand
(Received 25 August 1975)

Specific-heat and electrical-resistivity measurements in CeA13 below 0.2 K reveal enor. —
mous magnitudes of the linear specific-heat term C = 1'T (1'=1620 mJ mole/K ) and the T
term in p=AT (@=35pu cm/K). We conclude that the 4f electrons obey Fermi statis-
tics at low temperatures because of the formation of virtual bound 4f states.

In the intermetallic compound CeA1, both the
lattice parameters and the susceptibility at high
temperatures suggest that the Ce ion is in a 3+
state. The lack of magnetic order at low tem-
peratures is interpreted as being caused by a
partial admixture of the nonmagnetic 4+ state.
Such behavior has been explained in different
ways in the past. A model distinguishing be-
tween "atomic" and "bandlike" 4f electrons has
been suggested by Gschneidner. ' More recently,
CeAl, has often been cited as an example of a
mixed valence- -or interconfigurational fluctua-
tion (ICF)—compound'; and in another approach,
Mott' has explained the peculiar properties of
CeAl, based on a Kondo-type theory. The pur-
pose of this note is to present new data on the
very-low-temperature properties of CeAl, and
to show that they can be understood using Frie-
del's' classic theory of virutal bound states.
All measurements were performed in dilution

refrigerator s except the thermal-expansion mea-
surement, which was done in a 'He cryostat.
The data were taken by standard techniques us-
ing a cerium-magnesium-nitrate magnetic-sus-
ceptibility ther mometer. Only polycrystalline
samples were investigated; they were cut from
a 20-g button-that was are melted in argon and
annealed at 900 C for 3 weeks. X-ray analysis
showed the proper structure (hexagonal, Ni, Sn-
type). The specific-heat results are shown in
Fig. 1. Below 150 mK, the specific heat varies
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FIG. 1. Specific heat of CeA13 at very low tempera-
tures in zero field (o, b,) and in 10 kOe (Q).

linearly with temperature and yields an extreme-
ly large y value of 1620 mJ/mole K'. It remains
practically unchanged in a field of 10 koe except
at the lowest temperatures where the nuclear
Zeeman specific heat of the Al nuclei is seen
(the Ce"' and Ce"' isotopes have no nuclear
spin). This behavior is to be contrasted with
what one would have expected from the lowest-
].ying Ce" Kramers doublet state, namely a
strong field-dependent magnetic specific heat
with entropy R ln2/mole. Interpolating our data
with previous specific-heat measurements down
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FIG. 3. Electrical resistivity of CeA13 below 100 InK,
plotted against T .
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FIG. 2. (a) Susceptibility of polycrystalline CeA13 in
different magnetic fields below 1.5 K. (b) Linear ther-
mal-expansion coefficient of a polycrystalline sample
of CeA13 below 10 K.

to 1.2 K, ' we find that the entropy from 0 to 1 K
is only 27%%up of A ln2 and is thus reduced below its
classical value. The results of Ref. 5 indicated
that the first excited doublet lies about 10 K
above the ground state and that again about 20%
of the entropy for this doublet is missing.
Susceptibility measurements on CeA1, down to
0.5 K have been presented before by Edelstein
et al.' At high temperatures, ' Curie-Weiss be-
havior, characteristic of Ce", is observed. At
low temperatures, the suseeptibiltiy gradually
flattens out. We observe a very weak suscepti-
bility maximum around 0.6 K [shown in Fig. 2(a)]
which is field independent up to 5 kOe and which
we believe to be a genuine property of CeA1„
rather than an impurity effect. Below 0.1 K we
find y =0.036 emu/mole.
The very low-temperature resistivity is shown

in Fig. 3. It displays an unusually strong and
exact T' dependence. In p =p, +AT', A equals
35 pQ cm/K'. This temperature dependence con-
tinues up to 0.3 K. At higher temperatures, a
somewhat slower and more linear increase is
observed. '
In order to search for a valence change from

Ce'+ to Ce" we have measured the thermal con-
traction from 295 to 4.2 K as well as the thermal-
expansion coefficient below 10 K. At 295 K, the
lattice parameters of CeAl, are characteristic
of Ce".' The volume change —AV/V upon cool-
ing to 4.2 K is 1.5&& 10 ', much less than the one
expected for a 3+ to 4+ valence change which
would result in a volume collapse of order (4-10)
&& 10 '. The low-temperature thermal-expansion
coefficient [shown in Fig. 2(b)] is anomalous in
that it changes sign at 0.65 K and seems to go
through a negative maximum below 0.3 K.
The specific-heat, susceptibility, and resis-

tivity data of CeA1, at very low temperature all
demonstrate conclusively that the 4f electrons of
the Ce" ions obey Fermi statistics in this re-
gion. The high-temperature data, "on the other
hand, can be explained Iluite well (except at the
lower temperatures) by assuming Boltzmann
statistics of uncoupled 4f states ('E,i, ) which are
crystal-field split into three Kramers doublets.
If the low-temperature behavior were due to rap-
id fluctuations between the Ce" and Ce" states,
we would expect the volume of the crystal to
shrink anomalously upon cooling from room tem-
perature, which is not observed. A natural ex-
planation of the low-temperature behavior is the
formation of virtual bound 4f states of widths
narrower than the crystal-field splitting. From
the ambivalent nature of Ce it is known that the
energy of its 4f state is close to the Fermi ener-
gy; in the case of CeA1, we postulate that its lo-
cation is right at the Fermi energy and that the
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C ⇠ �T

⇢(T )� ⇢(0) ⇠ AT 2

Both γ and A huge

Behave like Fermi liquid with tiny 
EF and large electron mass, but 

only for T<<EF



Non-Fermi Liquids
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ystematic Evolution of Temperature-Dependent Resistivit in La2 Sr Cu04

H. Takagi, B. Batlogg, H. L. Kao, J. Kwo, R. J. Cava, J. J. Krajewski, and W. F. Peck, Jr.
AT& TBell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

(Received 8 May 1992)

The in-plane resistivit ('
y p,&) of La2—,Sr,Cu04 has been studied over a wide temperature (4-1000 K)

and composition ran e (0&x &0.35). T"g . &. The much discussed T-linear resistivity is observed only in the
narrow composition region associated with optimal superconductivity. In the und d dn e un er ope range

CC

, we o serve rst indications of resistivity saturation and anal th dana yze e resistivity as indicative of
a small Fermi surface. In the overdo ed ran
cr

p ge (x) 0.2), p,b follows a novel power-law dependence,
p~ T, over the entire temperature range up to 1000 K.

PACS numbers: 74.70.Vy, 72. 15.Qm
The unusual charge dynamics in the layered cuprates

has been widely recognized to be a key for the under-
standing of high-temperature superconductivity and has
promoted a number of theoretical models for 2D strongls rong y
correlated electron systems [1,2]. One of the hallmarks
of the charge dynamics is the nearly T-linear in-plane
resistivity (p,b ) over a remarkably wide temperature
range, from just above T, to near 1000 K, which is corn-
monly observed in most cuprates showing the optimum
superconductivity [1-4]. Closely related with this is the
I/ro decay of the free carrier conductivity at optical fre-
quencies, which reAects an anomalous frequency-
dependent scattering rate proportional to co at least up to
0.5 eV, instead of ru as would be expected for a conven-2

tional Fermi liquid [5]. Lacking so far, however, is a reli-
able experimental study of p,b over a wide temperature
range on well characterized materials when the hole con-
centration is varied from far below to far above the op-
timum composition for superconductivity.
Here we report the electrical resistivity up to 1000 K

on high-quality La2—„Sr„Cu04 single-crystal thin films
and polycrystalline materials, not only for the supercon-
ducting phase but also at lower and higher doping level.
We find that the T-linear behavior for the resistivity over
a wide temperature range is confined to a narrow compo-
sition range for optimum superconductivity. A well-
d fiefined decrease of the resistivity slope occurs above room
temperature in the underdoped region, below x-0.1. In
the overdoped region above x-0.2, a novel power-law
dependence, p=po+AT", n-1.5, not T linear or T,
dominates the resistivity over a wide temperature range
up to —1000 K. This is in contrast to earlier suggestions
of conventional behavior in this composition ranrange.
hese results not only indicate a close correlation be-

tween the T-linear scattering and superconductivity, but
also provide a crucial test for theoretical models of the
charge transport in Cu02 sheets.
The c-axis-oriented single-crystal thin films with

thicknesses of 3500-8000 A were grown on SrTi03(100)
substrates [6]. The polycrystalline samples were pre-
pared through solid-state reaction processing [7]. The
resistivity measurements were performed using the con-
ventional four-probe method or the Van der Pauw tech-
nique [8]. The high-temperature measurements above
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FIG. 1. The temperature dependence of the resistivity for
La2 —Sr„Cu04. (a) 0&x(0.15, (b) 0.1(x&0.35. Dotted
lines, the in-plane resistivity (p,b) of single-crystal films with

orientation; solid lines, the resistivity (p) of polycrystal-
line materials. Note, p~ (h/e~)d=1. 7 mQcm.

300 K were conducted in a quartz tube furnace under 02
flow. In order to check for possible 02 desorption effects,
we performed measurements under N2/Oq mixed gas flow—3(Po, -10 atm) for representative compositions. No
difference was observed between the two runs up to 1000
K for 0.05 &x &0.2, and at least up to 800 K for x )0.2,
indicating no oxygen desorption up to these temperatures
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LSCO Takagi et al, 1992 BaFe2(As1-xPx)2, Hayes et 
al, 2016

T-linear resistivity:

•Many materials
•Often nearby to unconventional superconductivity
•Symptom of a different type of metal?
•If no quasiparticles exist, what is the starting point?

1

⌧
⇠ T ?



Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev model
A toy exactly soluble model 

of a non-Fermi liquid 

Like a strongly interacting quantum dot 
or atom with complicated Kanamori 

interactions between many “orbitals”

H =
X

i<j,k<l

Uijkl c
†
i c

†
jckcl

|Uijkl|2 =
2U2

N3



SYK Model
Sachdev-Ye, 1993: Model has a soluble large-N limit

⌃ = +O(1/N)

G(i!n) =
1

i!n � ⌃(i!n)

In equations: very similar to DMFT:

⌃(⌧) = �U2G(⌧)2G(�⌧)

Solution:

G(i!) ⇠ 1/
p
! not a pole: non-Fermi liquid



SYK Model

Georges, Parcollet, Sachdev, 2001: ground state entropy!
Why not quasiparticles?

S/N

T

ln(2) = .69...

s0=.46...

U
Many states available for scattering

(at half-filling)

“level spacing” ~ U exp(-Ns0)



Density dependence
H ! H � µN N =

X

i

c†i ci

Entropy

Q =
N
N

� 1
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FIG. 5. The entropy S(Q) obtained from the exact results [35] in Section IIC 3 (full line), and by the

numerical solutions (stars).

Fig. 5, they are in excellent agreement with the exact analytic results [35]. In the frequency domain

computation, we used the cuto↵ N = 2 ⇥ 106. The points in Fig. 5 are at moderate values of Q,

and our numerics did not converge for |Q| near 1/2.7
For the compressibility, numerically near µ = 0 and at T = 0, we find that K = 1.04/J =

1.04/(
p
2J ); With q = 4, this is of the same order of the large q result: K = q2/(16J ) = 1/J .

Appendix F: Normal mode analysis of the SYK model

This appendix will generalize the analysis of Maldacena and Stanford [47], and describe the

structure of the e↵ective action for fluctuations directly from the action in Eq. (C14). We will

work here in an angular variable

' = 2⇡T ⌧ (F1)

which takes values on a temporal circle of unit radius. We also use the notation '12 ⌘ '1 � '2.

We begin with the saddle-point solution of Eq. (C14), the Green’s function G
s

('). In the scaling

7 At large µ, we always find the free Green’s function G0 = 1
i!n+µ

to be solution. The reason can be understood

by the self-energy obtained from the free solution

⌃0(i!n

) = �J2

�2

X

!n=!1+!2�!3

G0(i!1)G0(i!2)G0(i!3) = � J2

i!
n

+ µ

1

(2 cosh �µ

2 )2

Notice the exponential suppression at low temperature. This means at any finite µ, at zero temperature, the free

one is always a solution. Numerically we are always at small finite temperature to represent the zero temperature

result, but when µ becomes large, the exponential suppression will make the free Green’s function converge well

within the fixed tolerance. 40

Davison et al, arXiv:1612.00849

Energy

schematic

- 1
2

0 1
2Q

•Compressibility is constant at T=0

K =
@Q
@µ

����
µ=0

=
1.04

U curvature = 1/K



SYK Summary
• Compressible

• Ground state entropy

• Non-Fermi liquid

K(T = 0) =
1.04

U

S(T = 0)/N = .46 . . .

G(i!) ⇠ 1/
p
!



SYK Summary
• Compressible

• Ground state entropy

• Non-Fermi liquid

K(T = 0) =
1.04

U

S(T = 0)/N = .46 . . .

G(i!) ⇠ 1/
p
!

Chaos

�L =
2⇡kBT

~

HolographyThe SYK model is a strongly interacting quantum system that is
solvable at large N.

black	holes	

AdS2	

chaos	and	the	
Regge	limit	

strange	metals	

slide from D. Stanford, IAS, 2017

D
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Building a metal
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A strongly correlated metal built from Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev models

Xue-Yang Song,1, 2 Chao-Ming Jian,2, 3 and Leon Balents2

1International Center for Quantum Materials, School of Physics, Peking University, Beijing, 100871, China
2Kavli Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106, USA

3Station Q, Microsoft Research, Santa Barbara, California 93106-6105, USA
(Dated: May 23, 2017)

Prominent systems like the high-Tc cuprates and heavy fermions display intriguing features going beyond
the quasiparticle description. The Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev(SYK) model describes a 0 + 1D quantum cluster with
random all-to-all four-fermion interactions among N Fermion modes which becomes exactly solvable as N !
1, exhibiting a zero-dimensional non-Fermi liquid with emergent conformal symmetry and complete absence
of quasi-particles. Here we study a lattice of complex-fermion SYK dots with random inter-site quadratic
hopping. Combining the imaginary time path integral with real time path integral formulation, we obtain a
heavy Fermi liquid to incoherent metal crossover in full detail, including thermodynamics, low temperature
Landau quasiparticle interactions, and both electrical and thermal conductivity at all scales. We find linear in
temperature resistivity in the incoherent regime, and a Lorentz ratio L ⌘ ⇢T varies between two universal values
as a function of temperature. Our work exemplifies an analytically controlled study of a strongly correlated
metal.

Introduction - Strongly correlated metals comprise an en-
during puzzle at the heart of condensed matter physics. Com-
monly a highly renormalized heavy Fermi liquid occurs be-
low a small coherence scale, while at higher temperatures a
broad incoherent regime pertains in which quasi-particle de-
scription fails[1–9]. Despite the ubiquity of this phenomenol-
ogy, strong correlations and quantum fluctuations make it
challenging to study. The exactly soluble SYK models pro-
vide a powerful framework to study such physics. The most-
studied SYK4 model, a 0 + 1D quantum cluster of N Ma-
jorana fermion modes with random all-to-all four-fermion
interactions[10–18] has been generalized to SYKq models
with q-fermion interactions. Subsequent works[19, 20] ex-
tended the SYK model to higher spatial dimensions by cou-
pling a lattice of SYK4 quantum clusters by additional four-
fermion “pair hopping” interactions. They obtained electrical
and thermal conductivities completely governed by di↵usive
modes and nearly temperature-independent behavior owing to
the identical scaling of the inter-dot and intra-dot couplings.

Here, we take one step closer to realism by considering a
lattice of complex-fermion SYK clusters with SYK4 intra-
cluster interaction of strength U0 and random inter-cluster
“SYK2” two-fermion hopping of strength t0[21–26]. Un-
like the previous higher dimensional SYK models where lo-
cal quantum criticality governs the entire low temperature
physics, here as we vary the temperature, two distinctive
metallic behaviors appear, resembling the previously men-
tioned heavy fermion systems. We assume t0 ⌧ U0, which
implies strong interactions, and focus on the correlated regime
T ⌧ U0. We show the system has a coherence temperature

scale Ec ⌘ t2
0/U0[21, 27, 28] between a heavy Fermi liquid

and an incoherent metal. For T < Ec, the SYK2 induces a
Fermi liquid, which is however highly renormalized by the
strong interactions. For T > Ec, the system enters the incoher-
ent metal regime and the resistivity ⇢ depends linearly on tem-
perature. These results are strikingly similar to those of Par-
collet and Georges[29], who studied a variant SYK model ob-
tained in a double limit of infinite dimension and large N. Our
model is simpler, and does not require infinite dimensions. We
also obtain further results on the thermal conductivity , en-
tropy density and Lorentz ratio[30, 31] in this crossover. This
work bridges traditional Fermi liquid theory and the hydrody-
namical description of an incoherent metallic system.

SYK model and Imaginary-time formulation - We consider
a d-dimensional array of quantum dots, each with N species
of fermions labeled by i, j, k · · · ,

H =
X

x

X

i< j,k<l

Ui jkl,xc†ixc†jxckxclx +
X

hxx0i

X

i, j

ti j,xx0c
†
i,xc j,x0 (1)

where Ui jkl,x = U⇤kli j,x and ti j,xx0 = t⇤ji,x0x are random zero mean
complex variables drawn from Gaussian distribution whose
variances |Ui jkl,x|2 = 2U2

0/N
3 and |ti j,x,x0 |2 = t2

0/N.
In the imaginary time formalism, one studies the partition

function Z = Tr e��(H�µN), with N = Pi,x c†i,xci,x, written as
a path integral over Grassman fields cix⌧, c̄ix⌧. Owing to the
self-averaging established for the SYK model at large N, it is
su�cient to study Z̄ =

R
[dc̄][dc]e�S c , with (repeated species

indices are summed over)

S c =
X

x

Z �

0
d⌧ c̄ix⌧(@⌧ � µ)cix⌧ �

Z �

0
d⌧1d⌧2

hX

x

U2
0

4N3 c̄ix⌧1 c̄ jx⌧1 ckx⌧1 clx⌧1 c̄lx⌧2 c̄kx⌧2 c jx⌧2 cix⌧2 +
X

hxx0i

t2
0

N
c̄ix⌧1 c jx0⌧1 c̄ jx0⌧2 cix⌧2

i
. (2)

The basic features can be determined by a simple power- counting. Considering for simplicity µ = 0, starting from

Ut
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Other work: 2-electron hopping
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0c
l,x

0 + h.c.

Omitting relevant 1-electron hopping leaves system NFL even at T=0

Y.Gu et al, arXiv:1609.07832
R. Davison et al, arXiv:1612.00849
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competition!
t/U≪1 interesting
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Self-consistent equations

2

t0 = 0, the U2
0 term is invariant under ⌧! b⌧ and c! b�1/4c,

c̄ ! b�1/4c̄, fixing the scaling dimension � = 1/4 of the
fermion fields. Under this scaling c̄@⌧c term is irrelevant.
Yet upon addition of two-fermion coupling, under rescaling,
t2
0 ! bt2

0, so two-fermion coupling is a relevant perturba-
tion. By standard reasoning, this implies a cross-over from
the SYK4-like model to another regime at the energy scale
where the hopping perturbation becomes dominant, which is
Ec = t2

0/U0. We expect the renormalization flow is to the
SYK2 regime. Indeed keeping the SYK2 term invariant fixes

� = 1/2, and U2
0 ! b�1U2

0 is irrelevant. Since the SYK2
Hamiltonian (i.e.,U0 = 0) is quadratic, the disordered free
fermion model supports quasi-particles and defines a Fermi
liquid limit. For t0 ⌧ U0, Ec defines a crossover scale be-
tween SYK4-like non-Fermi liquid and the low temperature
Fermi liquid.

At the level of thermodynamics, this crossover can be rig-
orously established using imaginary time formalism. Intro-
ducing a composite field Gx(⌧, ⌧0) = �1

N
P

i cix⌧c̄ix⌧0 and a La-
grange multiplier ⌃x(⌧, ⌧0) enforcing the previous identity, one
obtains Z̄ =

R
[dG][d⌃]e�NS , with the action

S = �
X

x

ln det
⇥
(@⌧ � µ)�(⌧1 � ⌧2) + ⌃x(⌧1, ⌧2)

⇤
+

Z �

0
d⌧1d⌧2

⇣
�
X

x

2
66664
U2

0

4
Gx(⌧1, ⌧2)2Gx(⌧2, ⌧1)2 + ⌃x(⌧1, ⌧2)Gx(⌧2, ⌧1)

3
77775

+t2
0

X

hxx0i
Gx0 (⌧1, ⌧2)Gx(⌧2, ⌧1)

⌘
. (3)

The large N limit is controlled by the saddle point conditions
�S/�G = �S/�⌃ = 0, satisfied by Gx(⌧, ⌧0) = G(⌧ � ⌧0),
⌃x(⌧, ⌧0) = ⌃4(⌧ � ⌧0) + zt2

0G(⌧ � ⌧0) (z is the coordination
number of the lattice of SYK dots), which obey

G(i!n)�1 = i!n + µ � ⌃4(i!n) � zt2
0G(i!n),

⌃4(⌧) = �U2
0G(⌧)2G(�⌧), (4)

where !n = (2n + 1)⇡/� is the Matsubara frequency. We
solve them numerically and re-insert into (3) to obtain the
free energy, hence the full thermodynamics[32]. Consider
the entropy S. A key feature of the SYK4 solution is an ex-
tensive (/ N) entropy[13] in the T ! 0 limit, an extreme
non-Fermi liquid feature. This entropy must be removed over
the narrow temperature window set by the the coherence en-
ergy Ec. Consequently, we expect that S/N = S(T/Ec) for
T, Ec ⌧ U0, where the universal function S(T = 0) = 0 in-
dicating no zero temperature entropy in a Fermi liquid, and
S(T ! 1) = 0.4648 · · · , recovering the zero temperature
entropy of the SYK4 model. The universal scaling collapse
is confirmed by numerical solution, as shown in Fig. 1. This
implies also that the specific heat NC = (T/Ec)S0(T/Ec), and
hence the low-temperature Sommerfeld coe�cient

� ⌘ lim
T!0

C
T
=
S0(0)

Ec
(5)

is large due to the smallness of Ec. Specifically, compared
with the Sommerfeld coe�cient in the weak interaction limit
t0 � U0, which is of order t�1

0 , there is an “e↵ective mass
enhancement” of m⇤/m ⇠ t0/Ec ⇠ U0/t0. Thus the low tem-
perature state is a heavy Fermi liquid.

To establish that the low temperature state is truly a strongly
renormalized Fermi liquid with large Fermi liquid parame-
ters, we compute the compressibility, NK = @N/@µ|T . Be-
cause the compressibility has a smooth low temperature limit

S(T � �)

FIG. 1. The entropy and specific heat(inset) collapse to universal
functions of T

Ec
, given t0,T ⌧ U0(z = 2). C ! S0(0)T/Ec as

T/Ec ! 0. Solid curves are guides to the eyes.

in SYK4 model, we expect that K is only weakly perturbed
by small t0. For t0 ⌧ U0, we indeed have K ⇡ K|t0=0 =
c/U0 with the constant c ⇡ 1.04 regardless of T/Ec. For
free fermions, the compressibility and Sommerfeld coe�cient
are both proportional to the single-particle density of states
(DOS), and in particular �/K = ⇡2/3 for free fermions. Here
we find �/K = (S0(0)/c)U0/Ec ⇠ (U0/t0)2 � 1. This can
only be reconciled with Fermi liquid theory by introducing a
large Landau interaction parameter. In Fermi liquid theory,
one introduces the interaction fab via �"a =

P
b fab�nb, where

a, b label quasiparticle states. For a di↵usive disordered Fermi
liquid, we take fab = F/g(0), where g(0) is the quasi-particle
DOS, and F is the dimensionless Fermi liquid interaction pa-
rameter. The standard result of Fermi liquid theory[32], is
that � is una↵ected by F but K is renormalized, leading to
�/K = ⇡

2

3 (1 + F). We see that F ⇠ (U0/t0)2 � 1, so that the
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where z is the coordination number of the lattice under consideration and we have regularized the free energy by subtracting the
part for free fermion, i.e.,G0(i!n) = 1

i!n
, and adding back �T ln(1+eµ/T ). One switches to Helmholtz free energy which depends

on “universal” particle number density N/N by a legendre transformation F = ⌦/N + µN/N, and obtain entropy density by
S/N = �@F@T . The entropy for SYK4 (i.e. vanishing t0) agrees with the results in Ref 5 and entropy (Fig 1) approaches identically
regardless of t0/U0 the universal ln 2 for high temperature (not shown in the figure). The entropy is significantly reduced for
small temperature by the presence of two-fermion hopping.

The compressibility is obtained as K = 1
N
@N
@µ or K = �1/( @

2F
@2 N

N
). The plot in Fig. 1 shows the results using the first derivative

method (which agrees with that found in Ref 1 as well as a large-q calculation (unpublished)).

VI. HEAVY FERMI LIQUID PHENOMENOLOGY

A. Quasi-particle residue and “Bad” Fermi liquid

The saddle point condition for imaginary-time Green’s function is (assuming zero chemical potential,t̃0 ⌘
p

zp
2
t0, Ẽc ⌘ t̃2

0
U0

)

G(i!)�1 = i! � ⌃(i!), ⌃(⌧) = �U2
0G(⌧)2G(�⌧) + 2t̃2

0G(⌧). (6.1)

Rescaling functions as

!̄ =
!

Ẽc
, ⌧̄ = ⌧Ẽc, Ḡ(i!̄) = t̃0G(i!), ⌃̄(i!̄) =

⌃(i!)
t̃0
. (6.2)

The saddle point equation is formatted as

Ḡ(i!̄)�1 =
Ẽc

t̃0
(i!̄ � t̃0

Ẽc
⌃̄(i!̄)) ⇡ ⌃̄(i!̄),

⌃̄(⌧̄) = �Ḡ(⌧̄)2Ḡ(�⌧̄) + 2Ḡ(⌧̄), (6.3)

that, given Ẽc
t̃0
⌧ 1, is an equation set with only dimensionless parameters. As we argued in the text, the low energy behavior is

in the realm of Fermi liquid theory. Then the spectral weight Ā(!̄) should contain a quasiparticle contribution, which because
it contains no parameters, must have a residue of O(1). From the scaling in (6.2), it follows that the width of the “coherence
region” attributed to quasiparticle formation in Ā(!̄) is multiplied by Ẽc in A(!) (i.e. in physical units) and the quasiparticle
residue of our model (i.e., the integral of A(!) within the “coherence region”) is Z ⇠ Ẽc

t̃0
= t̃0

U0
⌧ 1 which is characteristic of a

“bad” Fermi liquid.

B. Grand canonical potential in Fermi liquid theory, compressibility and Sommerfeld coe�cient

In Landau’s Fermi liquid theory, the energy is a functional of a series of “quasi-particle” states labeled by a, b, we have

E � µN =
X

a

"ana +
1
2

X

a,b

fab(na � n0
a)(nb � n0

b) � µ
X

a

na = const +
X

a

("a � f̄
X

b

n0
b � µ)na +

1
2

f̄ (
X

a

na)2 (6.4)

where na, n0
a denotes the occupation number of the quasiparticle state and superscript 0 denotes the occupation number of the

“reference” state one starts with to define "a, fab, and we take it here to be the state with µ = 0,i.e., hnaiµ=0 = n0
a. In the second

identity we use f̄ to replace fab for simplicity.
Define Ea = "a� f̄

P
b n0

b, we have for the partition function in grand canonical ensemble as (introduce a hubbard-stratonovich
variable �)

Z =
X

e��(E�µN) =
X

na=0,1

Y

a

e��(Ea�µ)na e�
� f̄
2 (
P

a na)2

=
X

na=0,1

Z s
�

2 f̄
d�e�i��

P
a na� �2 f̄ �

2Y

a

e��(Ea�µ)na =

Z s
�

2 f̄
d�e�

�
2 f̄ �

2Y

a

[1 + e��(Ea�µ+i�)]. (6.5)

The saddle point condition for � reads

i�s

f̄
=
X

a

1
1 + e�(Ea�µ+i�s)

(6.6)
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The saddle point condition for � reads
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For t≪U, a single universal coherence scale appears

Ḡ(i!̄) = t̃G(i!) ⌃̄(i!̄) = ⌃(i!)/t̃

Ḡ(i!̄) =
t̃

U
i!̄ � ⌃̄(i!̄)

t̃ =
�
z
2

� 1
2 t

Ẽc =
t̃2

U
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Fermi liquid is extremely strongly interacting. Comparing to
the e↵ective mass, one has F ⇠ (m⇤/m)2.

Real time formulation- While imaginary time formula-
tion is adequate for thermodynamics, it encounters di�-
culties in addressing transport due to di�culty of analytic
continuation to zero real frequency in the presence of the
emergent low energy scale Ec. Instead we reformulate the
problem in real time using Keldysh path integral. The
Keldysh formalism calculates the partition function Z = Tr[⇢U]

Tr[⇢]

with ⇢ = e��(H�µN) and U the identity evolution operator
U = e�i(H�µN)(t0�t f )e�i(H�µN)(t f�t0) describing evolving for-
ward from t0 ! t f (with Keldysh label +) and backward
(Keldysh label �) identically. Paralleling the imaginary-time
development, we introduce collective variables Gx,ss0 (t, t0) =
�i
N
P

i cs
ixtc̄

s0
ixt0 and ⌃x,ss0 with s, s0 = ± labeling Keldysh con-

tour, and integrate out the fermionic fields to obtain Z̄ =R
[dG][d⌃]eiNS K [32], with the Keldysh action

iS K =
X

x

ln det[�z(i@t + µ)�(t � t0) � ⌃x(t, t0)] �
X

ss0

Z t f

t0
dtdt0
hX

x

U2
0

4
ss0Gx,ss0 (t, t0)2Gx,s0 s(t0, t)2 �

X

x

⌃x,ss0 (t, t0)Gx,s0 s(t0, t)

+
X

hx0xi
t2
0 ss0Gx,ss0 (t, t0)Gx0,s0 s(t0, t)

i
(6)

where ⌃x in the determinant is to be understood as the ma-
trix [⌃x,ss0 ] and �z acts in Keldysh space. We obtain the nu-
merical solution to the Green’s functions[32] by solving for
the saddle point of S K . We plot in Fig. 2 the spectral weight
A(!) ⌘ �1

⇡ Im GR(!) (GR is retarded Green function) at fixed
U0/T = 104 for Ec/T = 0, 0.09, 1, 9, which illustrates the
crossover between the SYK4 and Fermi liquid regimes. For
! � Ec, we observe the quantum critical form of the SYK4
model, which displays !/T scaling, evident in the figure from
the collapse onto a single curve at large !/T . At low fre-
quency, the SYK4 model has A(! ⌧ T ) ⇠ 1/

p
U0T , whose

divergence as T ! 0 is cut-o↵ when T . Ec. This is seen
in the reduction of the peak height in Fig. 2,

p
U0T A(! = 0),

with increasing Ec/T . On a larger frequency scale (inset), the
narrow “coherence peak”, associated with the small spectral
weight of heavy quasiparticles, is clearly visible.

We now turn to transport, and for simplicity focus on
particle-hole symmetric case hereafter. The strategy is to ob-
tain electrical and heat conductivities from the fluctuations of
charge and energy, respectively, using the Einstein relations.
We first consider charge, and study the low-energy U(1) phase
fluctuation '(x, t), which is the conjugate variable to particle
number density N(x, t), around the saddle point of the action
S K . Allowing for phase fluctuations around the saddle point
solution amounts to taking

Gx,ss0 (t, t0)! Gx,ss0 (t � t0)e�i('s(x,t)�'s0 (x,t0))

⌃x,ss0 (t, t0)! ⌃x,ss0 (t � t0)e�i('s(x,t)�'s0 (x,t0)), (7)

where Gx,ss0 (t � t0) and ⌃x,ss0 (t � t0) are the saddle point solu-
tions. Expanding (6) to quadratic order in 's, S K = S sp

K + S ',
yields the lowest order e↵ective action for the U(1) fluctu-
ations. This is most conveniently expressed in terms of the
“classical” and “quantum” components of the phase fluctua-

tions, defined as 'c/q = ('+ ± '�)/2 and in Fourier space:

iS ' =
X

p

Z t f

t0
dtdt0
⇥
⇤1(t � t0)@t'c,p(t)@t'q,�p

(t0)

��(p)⇤2(t � t0)'c,p(t)'q,�p

(t0)
⇤
+ · · · . (8)

Here the first term arises from the ln det[·] and the second from
the hopping (t2

0) term in (6). The function �(p) encodes the
band structure for the two-fermion hopping term, dependent
on lattice details, and the ellipses represent O('2

q) terms which
do not contribute to the density correlations (and are omitted
hereafter –see [32] for reasons). The coe�cients ⇤1(t) and
⇤2(t) are expressed in terms of saddle point Green’s functions
in [32]. We remark here that any further approximations, e.g.,
conformal invariance, are not assumed to arrive at action (8),
and hence this derivation applies in all regimes.

FIG. 2. The spectral weight A(!) at fixed U0/T = 104, µ = 0, z = 2
for Ec/T = 0, 0.09, 1, 9, corresponding a crossover from SYK4 limit
to the “heavy Fermi liquid” regime. Inset shows the comparison of
green’s function for T/Ec = 9 with free fermion limit result.

In the low frequency limit, the Fourier transforms of
⇤1(t),⇤2(t) behave as ⇤1(!) ⇡ �2iK and ⇤2(!) ⇡ 2KD'!,
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FIG. 2. The spectral weight A(!) at fixed U0/T = 104, µ = 0, z = 2
for Ec/T = 0, 0.09, 1, 9, corresponding a crossover from SYK4 limit
to the “heavy Fermi liquid” regime. Inset shows the comparison of
green’s function for T/Ec = 9 with free fermion limit result.

In the low frequency limit, the Fourier transforms of
⇤1(t),⇤2(t) behave as ⇤1(!) ⇡ �2iK and ⇤2(!) ⇡ 2KD'!,
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Quasiparticle weight  Z ~ t/U

We solve these equations in a real time Keldysh formulation 
numerically and determine asymptotics analytically.
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Level repulsion: entropy is released for T<Ec!
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t0 = 0, the U2
0 term is invariant under ⌧! b⌧ and c! b�1/4c,

c̄ ! b�1/4c̄, fixing the scaling dimension � = 1/4 of the
fermion fields. Under this scaling c̄@⌧c term is irrelevant.
Yet upon addition of two-fermion coupling, under rescaling,
t2
0 ! bt2

0, so two-fermion coupling is a relevant perturba-
tion. By standard reasoning, this implies a cross-over from
the SYK4-like model to another regime at the energy scale
where the hopping perturbation becomes dominant, which is
Ec = t2

0/U0. We expect the renormalization flow is to the
SYK2 regime. Indeed keeping the SYK2 term invariant fixes

� = 1/2, and U2
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0 is irrelevant. Since the SYK2
Hamiltonian (i.e.,U0 = 0) is quadratic, the disordered free
fermion model supports quasi-particles and defines a Fermi
liquid limit. For t0 ⌧ U0, Ec defines a crossover scale be-
tween SYK4-like non-Fermi liquid and the low temperature
Fermi liquid.

At the level of thermodynamics, this crossover can be rig-
orously established using imaginary time formalism. Intro-
ducing a composite field Gx(⌧, ⌧0) = �1
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The large N limit is controlled by the saddle point conditions
�S/�G = �S/�⌃ = 0, satisfied by Gx(⌧, ⌧0) = G(⌧ � ⌧0),
⌃x(⌧, ⌧0) = ⌃4(⌧ � ⌧0) + zt2

0G(⌧ � ⌧0) (z is the coordination
number of the lattice of SYK dots), which obey

G(i!n)�1 = i!n + µ � ⌃4(i!n) � zt2
0G(i!n),

⌃4(⌧) = �U2
0G(⌧)2G(�⌧), (4)

where !n = (2n + 1)⇡/� is the Matsubara frequency. We
solve them numerically and re-insert into (3) to obtain the
free energy, hence the full thermodynamics[32]. Consider
the entropy S. A key feature of the SYK4 solution is an ex-
tensive (/ N) entropy[13] in the T ! 0 limit, an extreme
non-Fermi liquid feature. This entropy must be removed over
the narrow temperature window set by the the coherence en-
ergy Ec. Consequently, we expect that S/N = S(T/Ec) for
T, Ec ⌧ U0, where the universal function S(T = 0) = 0 in-
dicating no zero temperature entropy in a Fermi liquid, and
S(T ! 1) = 0.4648 · · · , recovering the zero temperature
entropy of the SYK4 model. The universal scaling collapse
is confirmed by numerical solution, as shown in Fig. 1. This
implies also that the specific heat NC = (T/Ec)S0(T/Ec), and
hence the low-temperature Sommerfeld coe�cient

� ⌘ lim
T!0

C
T
=
S0(0)

Ec
(5)

is large due to the smallness of Ec. Specifically, compared
with the Sommerfeld coe�cient in the weak interaction limit
t0 � U0, which is of order t�1

0 , there is an “e↵ective mass
enhancement” of m⇤/m ⇠ t0/Ec ⇠ U0/t0. Thus the low tem-
perature state is a heavy Fermi liquid.

To establish that the low temperature state is truly a strongly
renormalized Fermi liquid with large Fermi liquid parame-
ters, we compute the compressibility, NK = @N/@µ|T . Be-
cause the compressibility has a smooth low temperature limit

S(T � �)

FIG. 1. The entropy and specific heat(inset) collapse to universal
functions of T

Ec
, given t0,T ⌧ U0(z = 2). C ! S0(0)T/Ec as

T/Ec ! 0. Solid curves are guides to the eyes.

in SYK4 model, we expect that K is only weakly perturbed
by small t0. For t0 ⌧ U0, we indeed have K ⇡ K|t0=0 =
c/U0 with the constant c ⇡ 1.04 regardless of T/Ec. For
free fermions, the compressibility and Sommerfeld coe�cient
are both proportional to the single-particle density of states
(DOS), and in particular �/K = ⇡2/3 for free fermions. Here
we find �/K = (S0(0)/c)U0/Ec ⇠ (U0/t0)2 � 1. This can
only be reconciled with Fermi liquid theory by introducing a
large Landau interaction parameter. In Fermi liquid theory,
one introduces the interaction fab via �"a =

P
b fab�nb, where

a, b label quasiparticle states. For a di↵usive disordered Fermi
liquid, we take fab = F/g(0), where g(0) is the quasi-particle
DOS, and F is the dimensionless Fermi liquid interaction pa-
rameter. The standard result of Fermi liquid theory[32], is
that � is una↵ected by F but K is renormalized, leading to
�/K = ⇡

2

3 (1 + F). We see that F ⇠ (U0/t0)2 � 1, so that the
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where !n = (2n + 1)⇡/� is the Matsubara frequency. We
solve them numerically and re-insert into (3) to obtain the
free energy, hence the full thermodynamics[32]. Consider
the entropy S. A key feature of the SYK4 solution is an ex-
tensive (/ N) entropy[13] in the T ! 0 limit, an extreme
non-Fermi liquid feature. This entropy must be removed over
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T, Ec ⌧ U0, where the universal function S(T = 0) = 0 in-
dicating no zero temperature entropy in a Fermi liquid, and
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renormalized Fermi liquid with large Fermi liquid parame-
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in SYK4 model, we expect that K is only weakly perturbed
by small t0. For t0 ⌧ U0, we indeed have K ⇡ K|t0=0 =
c/U0 with the constant c ⇡ 1.04 regardless of T/Ec. For
free fermions, the compressibility and Sommerfeld coe�cient
are both proportional to the single-particle density of states
(DOS), and in particular �/K = ⇡2/3 for free fermions. Here
we find �/K = (S0(0)/c)U0/Ec ⇠ (U0/t0)2 � 1. This can
only be reconciled with Fermi liquid theory by introducing a
large Landau interaction parameter. In Fermi liquid theory,
one introduces the interaction fab via �"a =
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a, b label quasiparticle states. For a di↵usive disordered Fermi
liquid, we take fab = F/g(0), where g(0) is the quasi-particle
DOS, and F is the dimensionless Fermi liquid interaction pa-
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fermion fields. Under this scaling c̄@⌧c term is irrelevant.
Yet upon addition of two-fermion coupling, under rescaling,
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0, so two-fermion coupling is a relevant perturba-
tion. By standard reasoning, this implies a cross-over from
the SYK4-like model to another regime at the energy scale
where the hopping perturbation becomes dominant, which is
Ec = t2

0/U0. We expect the renormalization flow is to the
SYK2 regime. Indeed keeping the SYK2 term invariant fixes

� = 1/2, and U2
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0 is irrelevant. Since the SYK2
Hamiltonian (i.e.,U0 = 0) is quadratic, the disordered free
fermion model supports quasi-particles and defines a Fermi
liquid limit. For t0 ⌧ U0, Ec defines a crossover scale be-
tween SYK4-like non-Fermi liquid and the low temperature
Fermi liquid.

At the level of thermodynamics, this crossover can be rig-
orously established using imaginary time formalism. Intro-
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The large N limit is controlled by the saddle point conditions
�S/�G = �S/�⌃ = 0, satisfied by Gx(⌧, ⌧0) = G(⌧ � ⌧0),
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where !n = (2n + 1)⇡/� is the Matsubara frequency. We
solve them numerically and re-insert into (3) to obtain the
free energy, hence the full thermodynamics[32]. Consider
the entropy S. A key feature of the SYK4 solution is an ex-
tensive (/ N) entropy[13] in the T ! 0 limit, an extreme
non-Fermi liquid feature. This entropy must be removed over
the narrow temperature window set by the the coherence en-
ergy Ec. Consequently, we expect that S/N = S(T/Ec) for
T, Ec ⌧ U0, where the universal function S(T = 0) = 0 in-
dicating no zero temperature entropy in a Fermi liquid, and
S(T ! 1) = 0.4648 · · · , recovering the zero temperature
entropy of the SYK4 model. The universal scaling collapse
is confirmed by numerical solution, as shown in Fig. 1. This
implies also that the specific heat NC = (T/Ec)S0(T/Ec), and
hence the low-temperature Sommerfeld coe�cient
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is large due to the smallness of Ec. Specifically, compared
with the Sommerfeld coe�cient in the weak interaction limit
t0 � U0, which is of order t�1

0 , there is an “e↵ective mass
enhancement” of m⇤/m ⇠ t0/Ec ⇠ U0/t0. Thus the low tem-
perature state is a heavy Fermi liquid.

To establish that the low temperature state is truly a strongly
renormalized Fermi liquid with large Fermi liquid parame-
ters, we compute the compressibility, NK = @N/@µ|T . Be-
cause the compressibility has a smooth low temperature limit
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in SYK4 model, we expect that K is only weakly perturbed
by small t0. For t0 ⌧ U0, we indeed have K ⇡ K|t0=0 =
c/U0 with the constant c ⇡ 1.04 regardless of T/Ec. For
free fermions, the compressibility and Sommerfeld coe�cient
are both proportional to the single-particle density of states
(DOS), and in particular �/K = ⇡2/3 for free fermions. Here
we find �/K = (S0(0)/c)U0/Ec ⇠ (U0/t0)2 � 1. This can
only be reconciled with Fermi liquid theory by introducing a
large Landau interaction parameter. In Fermi liquid theory,
one introduces the interaction fab via �"a =

P
b fab�nb, where

a, b label quasiparticle states. For a di↵usive disordered Fermi
liquid, we take fab = F/g(0), where g(0) is the quasi-particle
DOS, and F is the dimensionless Fermi liquid interaction pa-
rameter. The standard result of Fermi liquid theory[32], is
that � is una↵ected by F but K is renormalized, leading to
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one introduces the interaction fab via �"a =

P
b fab�nb, where

a, b label quasiparticle states. For a di↵usive disordered Fermi
liquid, we take fab = F/g(0), where g(0) is the quasi-particle
DOS, and F is the dimensionless Fermi liquid interaction pa-
rameter. The standard result of Fermi liquid theory[32], is
that � is una↵ected by F but K is renormalized, leading to
�/K = ⇡

2

3 (1 + F). We see that F ⇠ (U0/t0)2 � 1, so that the

m⇤/m ⇠ U/t

Sommerfeld 
enhancement



Compressibility
For t≪U, compressibility is almost unaffected by hopping

K =
@Q
@µ

����
µ=0

=
1.04

U

??How to reconcile with Sommerfeld enhancement??

⌧ � ⇠ U

t2

K = g(✏F )
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� =
⇡2

3
g(✏F )
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Landau Fermi Liquid

• Compressibility is renormalized by Fermi liquid 
parameter F = g(EF) f

2

t0 = 0, the U2
0 term is invariant under ⌧! b⌧ and c! b�1/4c,

c̄ ! b�1/4c̄, fixing the scaling dimension � = 1/4 of the
fermion fields. Under this scaling c̄@⌧c term is irrelevant.
Yet upon addition of two-fermion coupling, under rescaling,
t2
0 ! bt2

0, so two-fermion coupling is a relevant perturba-
tion. By standard reasoning, this implies a cross-over from
the SYK4-like model to another regime at the energy scale
where the hopping perturbation becomes dominant, which is
Ec = t2

0/U0. We expect the renormalization flow is to the
SYK2 regime. Indeed keeping the SYK2 term invariant fixes

� = 1/2, and U2
0 ! b�1U2

0 is irrelevant. Since the SYK2
Hamiltonian (i.e.,U0 = 0) is quadratic, the disordered free
fermion model supports quasi-particles and defines a Fermi
liquid limit. For t0 ⌧ U0, Ec defines a crossover scale be-
tween SYK4-like non-Fermi liquid and the low temperature
Fermi liquid.

At the level of thermodynamics, this crossover can be rig-
orously established using imaginary time formalism. Intro-
ducing a composite field Gx(⌧, ⌧0) = �1

N
P

i cix⌧c̄ix⌧0 and a La-
grange multiplier ⌃x(⌧, ⌧0) enforcing the previous identity, one
obtains Z̄ =

R
[dG][d⌃]e�NS , with the action

S = �
X

x

ln det
⇥
(@⌧ � µ)�(⌧1 � ⌧2) + ⌃x(⌧1, ⌧2)

⇤
+

Z �

0
d⌧1d⌧2

⇣
�
X

x

2
66664
U2

0

4
Gx(⌧1, ⌧2)2Gx(⌧2, ⌧1)2 + ⌃x(⌧1, ⌧2)Gx(⌧2, ⌧1)

3
77775

+t2
0

X

hxx0i
Gx0 (⌧1, ⌧2)Gx(⌧2, ⌧1)

⌘
. (3)

The large N limit is controlled by the saddle point conditions
�S/�G = �S/�⌃ = 0, satisfied by Gx(⌧, ⌧0) = G(⌧ � ⌧0),
⌃x(⌧, ⌧0) = ⌃4(⌧ � ⌧0) + zt2

0G(⌧ � ⌧0) (z is the coordination
number of the lattice of SYK dots), which obey

G(i!n)�1 = i!n + µ � ⌃4(i!n) � zt2
0G(i!n),

⌃4(⌧) = �U2
0G(⌧)2G(�⌧), (4)

where !n = (2n + 1)⇡/� is the Matsubara frequency. We
solve them numerically and re-insert into (3) to obtain the
free energy, hence the full thermodynamics[32]. Consider
the entropy S. A key feature of the SYK4 solution is an ex-
tensive (/ N) entropy[13] in the T ! 0 limit, an extreme
non-Fermi liquid feature. This entropy must be removed over
the narrow temperature window set by the the coherence en-
ergy Ec. Consequently, we expect that S/N = S(T/Ec) for
T, Ec ⌧ U0, where the universal function S(T = 0) = 0 in-
dicating no zero temperature entropy in a Fermi liquid, and
S(T ! 1) = 0.4648 · · · , recovering the zero temperature
entropy of the SYK4 model. The universal scaling collapse
is confirmed by numerical solution, as shown in Fig. 1. This
implies also that the specific heat NC = (T/Ec)S0(T/Ec), and
hence the low-temperature Sommerfeld coe�cient

� ⌘ lim
T!0

C
T
=
S0(0)

Ec
(5)

is large due to the smallness of Ec. Specifically, compared
with the Sommerfeld coe�cient in the weak interaction limit
t0 � U0, which is of order t�1

0 , there is an “e↵ective mass
enhancement” of m⇤/m ⇠ t0/Ec ⇠ U0/t0. Thus the low tem-
perature state is a heavy Fermi liquid.

To establish that the low temperature state is truly a strongly
renormalized Fermi liquid with large Fermi liquid parame-
ters, we compute the compressibility, NK = @N/@µ|T . Be-
cause the compressibility has a smooth low temperature limit

S(T � �)

FIG. 1. The entropy and specific heat(inset) collapse to universal
functions of T

Ec
, given t0,T ⌧ U0(z = 2). C ! S0(0)T/Ec as

T/Ec ! 0. Solid curves are guides to the eyes.

in SYK4 model, we expect that K is only weakly perturbed
by small t0. For t0 ⌧ U0, we indeed have K ⇡ K|t0=0 =
c/U0 with the constant c ⇡ 1.04 regardless of T/Ec. For
free fermions, the compressibility and Sommerfeld coe�cient
are both proportional to the single-particle density of states
(DOS), and in particular �/K = ⇡2/3 for free fermions. Here
we find �/K = (S0(0)/c)U0/Ec ⇠ (U0/t0)2 � 1. This can
only be reconciled with Fermi liquid theory by introducing a
large Landau interaction parameter. In Fermi liquid theory,
one introduces the interaction fab via �"a =

P
b fab�nb, where

a, b label quasiparticle states. For a di↵usive disordered Fermi
liquid, we take fab = F/g(0), where g(0) is the quasi-particle
DOS, and F is the dimensionless Fermi liquid interaction pa-
rameter. The standard result of Fermi liquid theory[32], is
that � is una↵ected by F but K is renormalized, leading to
�/K = ⇡

2

3 (1 + F). We see that F ⇠ (U0/t0)2 � 1, so that the

�/K ⇠ (U/t)2
F ⇠

✓
U

t

◆2

� 1

• Landau Fermi Liquid Theory

�E =
X

a

✏a�na +
1

2

X

a,b

fab�na�nb
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Transport
Quasiparticle picture applies only for T≪Ec

More generally, we use hydrodynamics

Einstein-Smoluchowski relation

� = e2
@n

@µ
D
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Transport
Quasiparticle picture applies only for T≪Ec

More generally, we use hydrodynamics

� = lim
!!0

lim
p!0

�i!

p2
DRn(p,!)

✦ Calculate density response 
using Keldysh method. 

N.B. Because of randomness, momentum is not a hydrodynamic variable

✦ Do analogously for thermal 
conductivity

✦ Very convenient collective field formulation - 
fully non-perturbative calculations possible



Transport
Quasiparticle picture applies only for T≪Ec

More generally, we use hydrodynamics

Effective action:

3

DOS, and F is the dimensionless Fermi liquid interaction pa-
rameter. The standard result of Fermi liquid theory[? ], is
that � is una↵ected by F but K is renormalized, leading to
�/K = ⇡

2

3 (1 + F). We see that F ⇠ (U0/t0)2 � 1, so that the
Fermi liquid is extremely strongly interacting. Comparing to
the e↵ective mass, one has F ⇠ (m⇤/m)2.

Real time formulation- While imaginary time formula-
tion is adequate for thermodynamics, it encounters di�-
culties in addressing transport due to di�culty of analytic
continuation to zero real frequency in the presence of the
emergent low energy scale Ec. Instead we reformulate the

problem in real time using Keldysh path integral. The
Keldysh formalism calculates the partition function Z = Tr[⇢U]

Tr[⇢]

with ⇢ = e��(H�µN) and U the identity evolution operator
U = e�i(H�µN)(t0�t f )e�i(H�µN)(t f�t0) describing evolving for-
ward from t0 ! t f (with Keldysh label +) and backward
(Keldysh label �) identically. Paralleling the imaginary-time
development, we introduce collective variables Gx,ss0 (t, t0) =
�i
N
P

i cs
ixtc̄

s0
ixt0 and ⌃x,ss0 with s, s0 = ± labeling Keldysh con-

tour, and integrate out the fermionic fields to obtain Z̄ =R
[dG][d⌃]eiNS K [? ], with the Keldysh action

iS K =
X

x

ln det[�z(i@t + µ)�(t � t0) � ⌃x(t, t0)] �
X

ss0

Z t f

t0
dtdt0
hX

x

U2
0

4
ss0Gx,ss0 (t, t0)2Gx,s0 s(t0, t)2 �

X

x

⌃x,ss0 (t, t0)Gx,s0 s(t0, t)

+
X

hx0xi
t2
0 ss0Gx,ss0 (t, t0)Gx0,s0 s(t0, t)

i
(6)

where ⌃x in the determinant is to be understood as the matrix
[⌃x,ss0 ] and �z acts in Keldysh space. We obtain the numer-
ical solution to the Green’s functions[? ] by solving for the
saddle point of S K . We plot in Fig. ?? the spectral weight
A(!) ⌘ �1

⇡ Im GR(!) (GR is retarded Green function) at fixed
U0/T = 104 for Ec/T = 0, 0.09, 1, 9, which illustrates the
crossover between the SYK4 and Fermi liquid regimes. For
! � Ec, we observe the quantum critical form of the SYK4
model, which displays !/T scaling, evident in the figure from
the collapse onto a single curve at large !/T . At low fre-
quency, the SYK4 model has A(! ⌧ T ) ⇠ 1/

p
U0T , whose

divergence as T ! 0 is cut-o↵ when T . Ec. This is seen in
the reduction of the peak height in Fig. ??,

p
U0T A(! = 0),

with increasing Ec/T . On a larger frequency scale (inset), the
narrow “coherence peak”, associated with the small spectral
weight of heavy quasiparticles, is clearly visible.

We now turn to transport, and for simplicity focus on
particle-hole symmetric case hereafter. The strategy is to ob-
tain electrical and heat conductivities from the fluctuations of
charge and energy, respectively, using the Einstein relations.
We first consider charge, and study the low-energy U(1) phase
fluctuation '(x, t), which is the conjugate variable to particle
number density N(x, t), around the saddle point of the action
S K . Allowing for phase fluctuations around the saddle point
solution amounts to taking

Gx,ss0 (t, t0)! Gx,ss0 (t � t0)e�i('s(x,t)�'s0 (x,t0))

⌃x,ss0 (t, t0)! ⌃x,ss0 (t � t0)e�i('s(x,t)�'s0 (x,t0)), (7)

where Gx,ss0 (t � t0) and ⌃x,ss0 (t � t0) are the saddle point solu-
tions. Expanding (??) to quadratic order in 's, S K = S sp

K +S ',
yields the lowest order e↵ective action for the U(1) fluctu-
ations. This is most conveniently expressed in terms of the
“classical” and “quantum” components of the phase fluctua-

tions, defined as 'c/q = ('+ ± '�)/2 and in Fourier space:

iS ' =
X

p

Z t f

t0
dtdt0
⇥
⇤1(t � t0)@t'c,p(t)@t'q,�p

(t0)

��(p)⇤2(t � t0)'c,p(t)'q,�p

(t0)
⇤
+ · · · . (8)

Here the first term arises from the ln det[·] and the second from
the hopping (t2

0) term in (??). The function �(p) encodes the
band structure for the two-fermion hopping term, dependent
on lattice details, and the ellipses represent O('2

q) terms which
do not contribute to the density correlations (and are omitted
hereafter –see [? ] for reasons). The coe�cients ⇤1(t) and
⇤2(t) are expressed in terms of saddle point Green’s functions
in [? ]. We remark here that any further approximations, e.g.,
conformal invariance, are not assumed to arrive at action (??),
and hence this derivation applies in all regimes.

In the low frequency limit, the Fourier transforms of
⇤1(t),⇤2(t) behave as ⇤1(!) ⇡ �2iK and ⇤2(!) ⇡ 2KD'!,
which defines the positive real parameters K and D'. At small
momentum, for an isotropic Bravais lattice, �(p) = p2 (with
unit lattice spacing), and the phase action becomes

iS ' = �2K
X

p

Z +1

�1
d!'c,!(i!2 � D'p2!)'q,�!. (9)

The density-density correlator is expressed as

DRn(x,t; x0,t0) ⌘ i✓(t � t0)h[N(x,t),N(x0,t0)]i
=

i
2
hNc(x,t)Nq(x0,t0)i, (10)

where Ns ⌘ sN�S '
�'̇s

, Nc/q = N+ ± N�(keeping momentum-
independent components- See [? ]). Adding a contact term
to ensure that limp!0 DRn(p,! , 0) = 0[? ], the action (??)
yields the di↵usive form [? ]

DRn(p,!) =
�iNK!

i! � D'p2 + NK =
�NKD'p2

i! � D'p2 . (11)
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the hopping (t2

0) term in (??). The function �(p) encodes the
band structure for the two-fermion hopping term, dependent
on lattice details, and the ellipses represent O('2

q) terms which
do not contribute to the density correlations (and are omitted
hereafter –see [? ] for reasons). The coe�cients ⇤1(t) and
⇤2(t) are expressed in terms of saddle point Green’s functions
in [? ]. We remark here that any further approximations, e.g.,
conformal invariance, are not assumed to arrive at action (??),
and hence this derivation applies in all regimes.

In the low frequency limit, the Fourier transforms of
⇤1(t),⇤2(t) behave as ⇤1(!) ⇡ �2iK and ⇤2(!) ⇡ 2KD'!,
which defines the positive real parameters K and D'. At small
momentum, for an isotropic Bravais lattice, �(p) = p2 (with
unit lattice spacing), and the phase action becomes

iS ' = �2K
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The density-density correlator is expressed as
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=

i
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hNc(x,t)Nq(x0,t0)i, (10)

where Ns ⌘ sN�S '
�'̇s

, Nc/q = N+ ± N�(keeping momentum-
independent components- See [? ]). Adding a contact term
to ensure that limp!0 DRn(p,! , 0) = 0[? ], the action (??)
yields the di↵usive form [? ]

DRn(p,!) =
�iNK!

i! � D'p2 + NK =
�NKD'p2

i! � D'p2 . (11)

known from SYK solution



Transport
Generalized 

resistivity
⇢c = 1/� ⇢e = T/

4

which defines the positive real parameters K and D'. At small
momentum, for an isotropic Bravais lattice, �(p) = p2 (with
unit lattice spacing), and the phase action becomes

iS ' = �2K
X

p

Z +1

�1
d!'c,!(i!2 � D'p2!)'q,�!. (9)

The density-density correlator is expressed as

DRn(x,t; x0,t0) ⌘ i✓(t � t0)h[N(x,t),N(x0,t0)]i
=

i
2
hNc(x,t)Nq(x0,t0)i, (10)

where Ns ⌘ N�S '
�'̇s

, Nc/q = N+ ± N�(keeping momentum-
independent components- See [32]). Adding a contact term
to ensure that limp!0 DRn(p,! , 0) = 0[33], the action (9)
yields the di↵usive form [34]

DRn(p,!) =
�iNK!

i! � D'p2 + NK =
�NKD'p2

i! � D'p2 . (11)

From this we identify NK and D' as the compressibility and
charge di↵usion constant, respectively. The electric conduc-
tivity is given by Einstein relation � ⌘ 1/⇢ = NKD', or,
restoring all units,� = NKD' e2

~ a2�d(a is lattice spacing).
Note the proportionality to N: in the standard non-linear
sigma model formulation, the dimensionless conductance is
large, suppressing localization e↵ects. This occurs because
both U and t interactions scatter between all orbitals, destroy-
ing interference from closed loops.

The analysis of energy transport proceeds similarly. Since
energy is the generator of time translations, one considers the
time-reparametrization (TRP) modes induced by ts ! ts+✏s(t)
and defines ✏c/q = 1

2 (✏+ ± ✏�). The e↵ective action for TRP
modes to the lowest-order in p,! reads [32]

iS ✏ =
X

p

Z +1

�1
d! ✏c,!(2i�!2T 2 � p2⇤3(!))✏q,�! + · · · , (12)

where the ellipses has the same meaning as in (9). At low
frequency, the correlation function integral, given in [32], be-
haves as ⇤3(!) ⇡ 2�D✏T 2!, which defines the energy di↵u-
sion constant D✏ . This identification is seen from the correla-
tor for energy density modes "c/q ⌘ iN�S ✏

�✏̇c/q
,

DR"(p,!) =
i
2
h"c"qip,! = �NT 2�D✏ p2

i! � D✏ p2 , (13)

where we add a contact term to ensure conservation of energy
at p = 0. The thermal conductivity reads  = NT�D✏ (kB = 1)
–like �, is O(N).

Scaling collapse, Kadowaki-Woods and Lorentz ra-
tios – Electric/thermal conductivities are obtained from
lim!!0 ⇤2/3(!)/!, expressed as integrals of real-time corre-
lation functions, and can be evaluated numerically for any
T, t0,U0. Introducing generalized resistivities, ⇢' = ⇢, ⇢" =
T/, we find remarkably that for t0,T ⌧ U0, they collapse to
universal functions of one variable,

⇢⇣(t0,T ⌧ U0) =
1
N

R⇣( T
Ec

) ⇣ 2 {', "}, (14)

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. (a): For t0,T ⌧ U0, ⇢'/" “collapse” to R'/"( T
Ec

)/N. (b): The
Lorentz ratio ⇢

T reaches two constants ⇡2

3 ,
⇡2

8 , in the two regimes.
The solid curves are guides to the eyes.

where R'(T ), R"(T ) are dimensionless universal functions.
This scaling collapse is verified by direct numerical calcula-
tions shown in Fig. 3a. From the scaling form (14), we see the
low temperature resistivity obeys the usual Fermi liquid form

⇢⇣(T ⌧ Ec) ⇡ ⇢⇣(0) + A⇣T 2, (15)

where the temperature coe�cient of resistivity A⇣ =
R00⇣ (0)
2NE2

c
is

large due to small coherence scale in denominator, charac-
teristic of a strongly correlated Fermi liquid. Famously, the
Kadowaki-Woods ratio, A'/(N�)2, is approximately system-
independent for a wide range of correlated materials[35, 36].
We find here A'

(N�)2 =
R00' (0)

2[S0(0)]2N3 is independent of t0 and U0!
Turning now to the incoherent metal regime, in limit of

large arguments, T � 1, the generalized resistivities vary
linearly with temperature: R⇣(T ) ⇠ c⇣ T . We analytically
obtain c' = 2p

⇡
and c" = 16

⇡5/2 [32], implying that the Lorenz
number, characterizing the Wiedemann-Franz law, takes the
unusual value L = 

�T ! ⇡2

8 for Ec ⌧ T ⌧ U0. More gener-
ally, the scaling form (14) implies that L is a universal func-
tion of T/Ec, verified numerically as shown in Fig. 3b. Thescaling
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<latexit sha1_base64="HEbcfTUlwmeRc5zEjAsp5t4ka8I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HEbcfTUlwmeRc5zEjAsp5t4ka8I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HEbcfTUlwmeRc5zEjAsp5t4ka8I=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HEbcfTUlwmeRc5zEjAsp5t4ka8I=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="HJEG4eDLHJRAxbnJIeNJFy/JYfI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HJEG4eDLHJRAxbnJIeNJFy/JYfI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HJEG4eDLHJRAxbnJIeNJFy/JYfI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HJEG4eDLHJRAxbnJIeNJFy/JYfI=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="ZiKROsGWyuWm97p2+X+QnSR6hcE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZiKROsGWyuWm97p2+X+QnSR6hcE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZiKROsGWyuWm97p2+X+QnSR6hcE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZiKROsGWyuWm97p2+X+QnSR6hcE=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="17luZpmxuT5xGVLHjaETh6+kWWU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="17luZpmxuT5xGVLHjaETh6+kWWU=">AAACU3icbVHPS8MwGE3r1Dl/TT16CQ5hXkY7BD0ORfSo4ObQ1pFm6RZM2pp8FUbp/+Y/4cGrB69692I6e9DNBwmP977HF16CRHANjvNq2QuVxaXl6kptdW19Y7O+td3Tcaoo69JYxKofEM0Ej1gXOAjWTxQjMhDsJng4LfybJ6Y0j6NrmCTMl2QU8ZBTAkYa1G89zSX2QkVoBvftPDszFz5vekDSg/s2/tf2BAuhWcpunnn6UUHWLTJ57ik+GoPJDuoNp+VMgeeJW5IGKnE5qL95w5imkkVABdH6znUS8DOigFPB8pqXapYQ+kBG7M7QiEim/WzaQY73jTLEYazMiQBP1d+JjEitJzIwk5LAWM96hfivF8iZzRAe+xmPkhRYRH8Wh6nAEOOiYDzkilEQE0MIVdy8HdMxMU2B+YaaKcWdrWCe9Not12m5V4eNzklZTxXtoj3URC46Qh10gS5RF1H0jN7RB/q0Xqwv27YrP6O2VWZ20B/Y698s4LTG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="17luZpmxuT5xGVLHjaETh6+kWWU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="17luZpmxuT5xGVLHjaETh6+kWWU=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="3zEd/Zj31NoZ7WHoXfXc7QCRDOA=">AAACG3icbZC9TsMwFIWd8lfKX4CRxWqFxFQlFRKMVVkYi9S0lZoSOa7TWrWdyHaQqig7L8ErsMLOhlgZWHkS3DYDtBzJ0vG59+raX5gwqrTjfFmljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwyD4+6ao4lZh4OGax7IdIEUYF8TTVjPQTSRAPGemF05t5vfdApKKx6OhZQoYcjQWNKEbaRIFd9RXl0I8kwpm+b+SZlxc3N8+mQQt28sCuOXVnIbhu3MLUQKF2YH/7oxinnAiNGVJq4DqJHmZIaooZySt+qkiC8BSNycBYgThRw2zxlxyem2QEo1iaIzRcpL8nMsSVmvHQdHKkJ2q1Ng//rYV8ZbOOrocZFUmqicDLxVHKoI7hHBQcUUmwZjNjEJbUvB3iCTJktMFZMVDcVQTrptuou07dvbusNVsFnjI4A1VwAVxwBZrgFrSBBzB4BM/gBbxaT9ab9W59LFtLVjFzCv7I+vwBmIqhZA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3zEd/Zj31NoZ7WHoXfXc7QCRDOA=">AAACG3icbZC9TsMwFIWd8lfKX4CRxWqFxFQlFRKMVVkYi9S0lZoSOa7TWrWdyHaQqig7L8ErsMLOhlgZWHkS3DYDtBzJ0vG59+raX5gwqrTjfFmljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwyD4+6ao4lZh4OGax7IdIEUYF8TTVjPQTSRAPGemF05t5vfdApKKx6OhZQoYcjQWNKEbaRIFd9RXl0I8kwpm+b+SZlxc3N8+mQQt28sCuOXVnIbhu3MLUQKF2YH/7oxinnAiNGVJq4DqJHmZIaooZySt+qkiC8BSNycBYgThRw2zxlxyem2QEo1iaIzRcpL8nMsSVmvHQdHKkJ2q1Ng//rYV8ZbOOrocZFUmqicDLxVHKoI7hHBQcUUmwZjNjEJbUvB3iCTJktMFZMVDcVQTrptuou07dvbusNVsFnjI4A1VwAVxwBZrgFrSBBzB4BM/gBbxaT9ab9W59LFtLVjFzCv7I+vwBmIqhZA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3zEd/Zj31NoZ7WHoXfXc7QCRDOA=">AAACG3icbZC9TsMwFIWd8lfKX4CRxWqFxFQlFRKMVVkYi9S0lZoSOa7TWrWdyHaQqig7L8ErsMLOhlgZWHkS3DYDtBzJ0vG59+raX5gwqrTjfFmljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwyD4+6ao4lZh4OGax7IdIEUYF8TTVjPQTSRAPGemF05t5vfdApKKx6OhZQoYcjQWNKEbaRIFd9RXl0I8kwpm+b+SZlxc3N8+mQQt28sCuOXVnIbhu3MLUQKF2YH/7oxinnAiNGVJq4DqJHmZIaooZySt+qkiC8BSNycBYgThRw2zxlxyem2QEo1iaIzRcpL8nMsSVmvHQdHKkJ2q1Ng//rYV8ZbOOrocZFUmqicDLxVHKoI7hHBQcUUmwZjNjEJbUvB3iCTJktMFZMVDcVQTrptuou07dvbusNVsFnjI4A1VwAVxwBZrgFrSBBzB4BM/gBbxaT9ab9W59LFtLVjFzCv7I+vwBmIqhZA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3zEd/Zj31NoZ7WHoXfXc7QCRDOA=">AAACG3icbZC9TsMwFIWd8lfKX4CRxWqFxFQlFRKMVVkYi9S0lZoSOa7TWrWdyHaQqig7L8ErsMLOhlgZWHkS3DYDtBzJ0vG59+raX5gwqrTjfFmljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwyD4+6ao4lZh4OGax7IdIEUYF8TTVjPQTSRAPGemF05t5vfdApKKx6OhZQoYcjQWNKEbaRIFd9RXl0I8kwpm+b+SZlxc3N8+mQQt28sCuOXVnIbhu3MLUQKF2YH/7oxinnAiNGVJq4DqJHmZIaooZySt+qkiC8BSNycBYgThRw2zxlxyem2QEo1iaIzRcpL8nMsSVmvHQdHKkJ2q1Ng//rYV8ZbOOrocZFUmqicDLxVHKoI7hHBQcUUmwZjNjEJbUvB3iCTJktMFZMVDcVQTrptuou07dvbusNVsFnjI4A1VwAVxwBZrgFrSBBzB4BM/gBbxaT9ab9W59LFtLVjFzCv7I+vwBmIqhZA==</latexit>



Wiedemann-Franz ratio
Lorenz L =



�T
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which defines the positive real parameters K and D'. At small
momentum, for an isotropic Bravais lattice, �(p) = p2 (with
unit lattice spacing), and the phase action becomes

iS ' = �2K
X

p

Z +1

�1
d!'c,!(i!2 � D'p2!)'q,�!. (9)

The density-density correlator is expressed as

DRn(x,t; x0,t0) ⌘ i✓(t � t0)h[N(x,t),N(x0,t0)]i
=

i
2
hNc(x,t)Nq(x0,t0)i, (10)

where Ns ⌘ N�S '
�'̇s

, Nc/q = N+ ± N�(keeping momentum-
independent components- See [32]). Adding a contact term
to ensure that limp!0 DRn(p,! , 0) = 0[33], the action (9)
yields the di↵usive form [34]

DRn(p,!) =
�iNK!

i! � D'p2 + NK =
�NKD'p2

i! � D'p2 . (11)

From this we identify NK and D' as the compressibility and
charge di↵usion constant, respectively. The electric conduc-
tivity is given by Einstein relation � ⌘ 1/⇢ = NKD', or,
restoring all units,� = NKD' e2

~ a2�d(a is lattice spacing).
Note the proportionality to N: in the standard non-linear
sigma model formulation, the dimensionless conductance is
large, suppressing localization e↵ects. This occurs because
both U and t interactions scatter between all orbitals, destroy-
ing interference from closed loops.

The analysis of energy transport proceeds similarly. Since
energy is the generator of time translations, one considers the
time-reparametrization (TRP) modes induced by ts ! ts+✏s(t)
and defines ✏c/q = 1

2 (✏+ ± ✏�). The e↵ective action for TRP
modes to the lowest-order in p,! reads [32]

iS ✏ =
X

p

Z +1

�1
d! ✏c,!(2i�!2T 2 � p2⇤3(!))✏q,�! + · · · , (12)

where the ellipses has the same meaning as in (9). At low
frequency, the correlation function integral, given in [32], be-
haves as ⇤3(!) ⇡ 2�D✏T 2!, which defines the energy di↵u-
sion constant D✏ . This identification is seen from the correla-
tor for energy density modes "c/q ⌘ iN�S ✏

�✏̇c/q
,

DR"(p,!) =
i
2
h"c"qip,! = �NT 2�D✏ p2

i! � D✏ p2 , (13)

where we add a contact term to ensure conservation of energy
at p = 0. The thermal conductivity reads  = NT�D✏ (kB = 1)
–like �, is O(N).

Scaling collapse, Kadowaki-Woods and Lorentz ra-
tios – Electric/thermal conductivities are obtained from
lim!!0 ⇤2/3(!)/!, expressed as integrals of real-time corre-
lation functions, and can be evaluated numerically for any
T, t0,U0. Introducing generalized resistivities, ⇢' = ⇢, ⇢" =
T/, we find remarkably that for t0,T ⌧ U0, they collapse to
universal functions of one variable,

⇢⇣(t0,T ⌧ U0) =
1
N

R⇣( T
Ec

) ⇣ 2 {', "}, (14)

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. (a): For t0,T ⌧ U0, ⇢'/" “collapse” to R'/"( T
Ec

)/N. (b): The
Lorentz ratio ⇢

T reaches two constants ⇡2

3 ,
⇡2

8 , in the two regimes.
The solid curves are guides to the eyes.

where R'(T ), R"(T ) are dimensionless universal functions.
This scaling collapse is verified by direct numerical calcula-
tions shown in Fig. 3a. From the scaling form (14), we see the
low temperature resistivity obeys the usual Fermi liquid form

⇢⇣(T ⌧ Ec) ⇡ ⇢⇣(0) + A⇣T 2, (15)

where the temperature coe�cient of resistivity A⇣ =
R00⇣ (0)
2NE2

c
is

large due to small coherence scale in denominator, charac-
teristic of a strongly correlated Fermi liquid. Famously, the
Kadowaki-Woods ratio, A'/(N�)2, is approximately system-
independent for a wide range of correlated materials[35, 36].
We find here A'

(N�)2 =
R00' (0)

2[S0(0)]2N3 is independent of t0 and U0!
Turning now to the incoherent metal regime, in limit of

large arguments, T � 1, the generalized resistivities vary
linearly with temperature: R⇣(T ) ⇠ c⇣ T . We analytically
obtain c' = 2p

⇡
and c" = 16

⇡5/2 [32], implying that the Lorenz
number, characterizing the Wiedemann-Franz law, takes the
unusual value L = 

�T ! ⇡2

8 for Ec ⌧ T ⌧ U0. More gener-
ally, the scaling form (14) implies that L is a universal func-
tion of T/Ec, verified numerically as shown in Fig. 3b. The

⇡2

3

⇡2

8

FL

NFL

Although the two transport quantities in ZrZn2 have different tem-
perature dependencies, with L/L0 , 1, their extrapolated T 5 0 limits
satisfy the Wiedemann–Franz law.

YbRh2Si2 provides a unique opportunity to study the fate of Landau
quasiparticles at QCPs beyond the spin-fluctuation description and,
likewise, the nature of the critical fluctuations associated with the
Kondo breakdown. The compound is also advantageous because
superconductivity is absent down to at least 0.01 K (ref. 21), unlike
the case of CeCoIn5. This not only exposes the properties in the imme-
diate vicinity of the antiferromagnetic QCP but also facilitates the
characterization of the quasiparticles through the Lorenz ratio.
YbRh2Si2 is a magnetically anisotropic metal; the possibility of
quasi-two-dimensional transport necessitates the use of in-plane
transport to probe any quasiparticle breakdown28. The present study
therefore focuses on the thermal and electrical transport within the
tetragonal plane.

The thermal conductivity k(T) was measured between 0.025 K and
12 K and is shown in Fig. 1b for B 5 0. For comparison, the electronic
thermal conductivity calculated from the measured electrical resistivity
r(T) through the Wiedemann–Franz law, kWF(T) ; L0T/r(T), is also
presented. Above 4 K, k(T) exceeds kWF(T) due to the contribution of
phonons to the heat transport, kph(T) (see Supplementary
Information). Below 4 K, kph(T) is suppressed, and k(T) becomes
smaller than kWF(T) down to about 0.035 K and somewhat larger at
even lower temperatures (inset to Fig. 1b).

In order to investigate the Wiedemann–Franz law, we extrapolate
the Lorenz ratio L(T)/L0 ; r(T)/w(T) to T 5 0 (here w(T) is the ther-
mal resistivity). Because a QCP is a singular point in the phase dia-
gram, and given that there are temperature scales that vary as a
function of the control parameter and vanish at the QCP, the com-
bination of isofield and isothermal scans is crucial for the extrapolation
(Supplementary Information section VI).

Figure 2 depicts the low-temperature behaviour of both the elec-
trical resistivity r(T) and thermal resistivity w(T) 5 L0T/k(T) at zero
field, B 5 0.06 T < Bc and B . Bc. Here w(T) has the same unit as r(T).
Similar results at other magnetic fields are given in Supplementary Fig. 4.
This comparison shows that w(T) exceeds r(T) over a wide range of
temperature and field. Figures 3a, b and c, d display, respectively, the
difference w(T) 2 r(T) and the Lorenz ratio for the data shown in
Fig. 2a–d. Corresponding plots for the data shown in Supplementary
Fig. 4 are presented in Supplementary Fig. 5a–d.

Below T 5 0.15 K, at B $ 0.6 T, w(T) 5 r(T) within the experi-
mental resolution. This is illustrated for B 5 1 T in Fig. 3b, which
shows that w(T) 2 r(T) approaches zero in this range of T and B,
and in Fig. 3d, which demonstrates that L(T)/L0 5 1 within the experi-
mental error. In this high-field range, bothDr(T) 5 [r(T) 2 r0] / T2

and [w(T) 2 w0] / T2 below the Fermi-liquid crossover temperature,
marked by arrows in Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 4. Here, r0 and w0

are the residual (T R 0) electrical and thermal resistivities, which are
identical within about 1%. These results establish the validity of the
Wiedemann–Franz law in the Fermi-liquid phase for B $ 0.6 T. For
0.2 T # B # 0.6 T, the results shown in Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig.
4d–f suggest similar Fermi-liquid behaviour at lower temperatures.

The system is in the quantum critical regime21 at B 5 0 and T >
0.1K, where w(T) . r(T). Both r(T) and w(T) decrease linearly with
temperature below about 0.3 K which allows extrapolation of the
quantum critical behaviour of r(T) and w(T) to the T 5 0 limit, giving
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Figure 2 | Thermal and electrical resistivity curves at low temperatures.
a–d, Thermal resistivity w(T) 5 L0T/k(T) (red filled circles) and electrical
resistivity r(T) (blue dots) below T 5 0.5 K for B 5 0 (a), B 5 0.06 T
(b), B 5 0.3 T (c) and B 5 1 T (d), B H c. Arrows in c and d indicate the
crossover to Fermi-liquid behaviour (from Fig. 1a). Because TN is very low
(0.07 K), it is an experimental challenge to elucidate the intrinsic behaviour of
the thermal transport in the antiferromagnetic regime. We have therefore made
special efforts to not only extend the heat-transport measurements at B 5 0
down to temperatures as low as 0.025 K, but also to reduce the statistical error of
the data by performing substantially more temperature scans than at finite
fields. The extrapolation specified by the dashed lines in a and b corresponds to
the trajectory C1 and one close to C, respectively (see Supplementary Fig. 8a).
Representative error bars (s.d.) are shown for a few selected temperatures.
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Figure 1 | Phase diagram and thermal conductivity of YbRh2Si2.
a, Temperature–magnetic field (T–B) phase diagram, indicating the
antiferromagnetic phase (AF) boundary (TN, solid line) and the crossovers
between non-Fermi-liquid and Fermi-liquid (FL) regimes (TFL, dashed line) as
well as between small and large Fermi surfaces (T*, double-dashed line). The
crossover width at T* is proportional to temperature (red shaded region) (from
ref. 24). The magnetic field, B, was applied within the basal tetragonal, easy
magnetic plane, H c. Arrows indicate fields at which combined thermal and
electrical transport measurements were performed (Fig. 2a–c). The
Wiedemann–Franz law is strictly defined only in the T 5 0 limit and is expected
to describe the electronic transport of a Fermi liquid. This is illustrated in the
low-T transport properties of the field-induced paramagnetic phase, B . Bc

(Fig. 2c, d). It is also expected in the antiferromagnetic phase, B , Bc: here, at
finite temperature the electronic thermal conductivity, kel, is masked by a
contribution due to magnons, km (see text). However, as T R 0, km vanishes
such that the heat transport is purely electronic, and the Wiedemann–Franz law
is valid. b, Thermal conductivity, k, as a function of temperature, T, at zero field
(red data points). The solid purple line displaying kWF(T) 5 L0T/r(T) was
obtained under the assumption of the Wiedemann–Franz law to hold in the
whole range of temperatures T # 12 K; here, r(T) is the electrical resistivity and
L0 5 (pkB)2/3e2 is Sommerfeld’s constant. The dashed blue line shows the
phonon contribution kph(T), as discussed in the Supplementary Information.
Inset, same data below T 5 0.1 K.
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= π2/3 for a Fermi liquid

YbRh2Si2, Pfau et al (2012)

L = L(T/Ec)

SYK lattice:



Kadowaki Woods ratio

4

which defines the positive real parameters K and D'. At small
momentum, for an isotropic Bravais lattice, �(p) = p2 (with
unit lattice spacing), and the phase action becomes

iS ' = �2K
X

p

Z +1

�1
d!'c,!(i!2 � D'p2!)'q,�!. (9)

The density-density correlator is expressed as

DRn(x,t; x0,t0) ⌘ i✓(t � t0)h[N(x,t),N(x0,t0)]i
=

i
2
hNc(x,t)Nq(x0,t0)i, (10)

where Ns ⌘ N�S '
�'̇s

, Nc/q = N+ ± N�(keeping momentum-
independent components- See [32]). Adding a contact term
to ensure that limp!0 DRn(p,! , 0) = 0[33], the action (9)
yields the di↵usive form [34]

DRn(p,!) =
�iNK!

i! � D'p2 + NK =
�NKD'p2

i! � D'p2 . (11)

From this we identify NK and D' as the compressibility and
charge di↵usion constant, respectively. The electric conduc-
tivity is given by Einstein relation � ⌘ 1/⇢ = NKD', or,
restoring all units,� = NKD' e2

~ a2�d(a is lattice spacing).
Note the proportionality to N: in the standard non-linear
sigma model formulation, the dimensionless conductance is
large, suppressing localization e↵ects. This occurs because
both U and t interactions scatter between all orbitals, destroy-
ing interference from closed loops.

The analysis of energy transport proceeds similarly. Since
energy is the generator of time translations, one considers the
time-reparametrization (TRP) modes induced by ts ! ts+✏s(t)
and defines ✏c/q = 1

2 (✏+ ± ✏�). The e↵ective action for TRP
modes to the lowest-order in p,! reads [32]

iS ✏ =
X

p

Z +1

�1
d! ✏c,!(2i�!2T 2 � p2⇤3(!))✏q,�! + · · · , (12)

where the ellipses has the same meaning as in (9). At low
frequency, the correlation function integral, given in [32], be-
haves as ⇤3(!) ⇡ 2�D✏T 2!, which defines the energy di↵u-
sion constant D✏ . This identification is seen from the correla-
tor for energy density modes "c/q ⌘ iN�S ✏

�✏̇c/q
,

DR"(p,!) =
i
2
h"c"qip,! = �NT 2�D✏ p2

i! � D✏ p2 , (13)

where we add a contact term to ensure conservation of energy
at p = 0. The thermal conductivity reads  = NT�D✏ (kB = 1)
–like �, is O(N).

Scaling collapse, Kadowaki-Woods and Lorentz ra-
tios – Electric/thermal conductivities are obtained from
lim!!0 ⇤2/3(!)/!, expressed as integrals of real-time corre-
lation functions, and can be evaluated numerically for any
T, t0,U0. Introducing generalized resistivities, ⇢' = ⇢, ⇢" =
T/, we find remarkably that for t0,T ⌧ U0, they collapse to
universal functions of one variable,

⇢⇣(t0,T ⌧ U0) =
1
N

R⇣( T
Ec

) ⇣ 2 {', "}, (14)

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. (a): For t0,T ⌧ U0, ⇢'/" “collapse” to R'/"( T
Ec

)/N. (b): The
Lorentz ratio ⇢

T reaches two constants ⇡2

3 ,
⇡2

8 , in the two regimes.
The solid curves are guides to the eyes.

where R'(T ), R"(T ) are dimensionless universal functions.
This scaling collapse is verified by direct numerical calcula-
tions shown in Fig. 3a. From the scaling form (14), we see the
low temperature resistivity obeys the usual Fermi liquid form

⇢⇣(T ⌧ Ec) ⇡ ⇢⇣(0) + A⇣T 2, (15)

where the temperature coe�cient of resistivity A⇣ =
R00⇣ (0)
2NE2

c
is

large due to small coherence scale in denominator, charac-
teristic of a strongly correlated Fermi liquid. Famously, the
Kadowaki-Woods ratio, A'/(N�)2, is approximately system-
independent for a wide range of correlated materials[35, 36].
We find here A'

(N�)2 =
R00' (0)

2[S0(0)]2N3 is independent of t0 and U0!
Turning now to the incoherent metal regime, in limit of

large arguments, T � 1, the generalized resistivities vary
linearly with temperature: R⇣(T ) ⇠ c⇣ T . We analytically
obtain c' = 2p

⇡
and c" = 16

⇡5/2 [32], implying that the Lorenz
number, characterizing the Wiedemann-Franz law, takes the
unusual value L = 

�T ! ⇡2

8 for Ec ⌧ T ⌧ U0. More gener-
ally, the scaling form (14) implies that L is a universal func-
tion of T/Ec, verified numerically as shown in Fig. 3b. The

A ⇠ 1/(NE2
c )

recall � ⇠ 1/Ec

KW = A/(N�)2 ⇠ 1/N3
independent of 

t,U!

KW = A/�2 approximately constant 
for many metals

Scaling implies:



SYK metal

•Small coherence scale Ec=t2/U
•Heavy mass 𝛾~m*/m ~ U/t
•Small QP weight Z ~ t/U
•Kadowaki-Woods A/𝛾2 = constant
•Linear in T resistivity and T/κ
•Lorenz ratio crosses over from FL to NFL value



SYK Fermi Surfaces?
•Extension to translationally invariant systems?

Fermi surface emerging in 
translationally invariant SYK 
model by Aavishkar Patel

• SYK lattice, tensor models,...
• Momentum space differentiation and realistic 

applications?
• Relation to methods like DCA, cluster DMFT?

the low temperature Fermi liquid regime means that it is approximately integrable and chaos is
suppressed. Thus we expect a rich crossover of dynamics. We propose to study this through the
OTO correlators and extending the Keldysh treatment of Ref.[50] to a doubled Keldysh contour
as introduced in Ref.[1]. We will also examine fully non-equilibrium behavior for the system by
seeking solutions of the Keldysh saddle point conditions which violate the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem.

One weakness of the model of Eq. (8) is that it is strongly random. In particular, the quenched
disorder breaks translational symmetry, so that momentum is not a good quantum number. Con-
sequently, there is no Fermi surface, and we cannot study momentum di↵erentiation which is of
great interest in experimental correlated metals. The second proposed project is to overcome this
weakness, by formulating and solving a translationally-invariant version of the SYK lattice model.
A natural generalization of Eq. (8) is

H =
X

x

X

i<j,k<l

Uijklc
†
ixc

†
jxckxclx � t

X

hxx0i

X

i

c†i,xci,x0 . (10)

Here we have taken identical interactions Uijkl at every site x, and non-random diagonal hopping t
between sites. We still treat the Uijkl as random, but the randomness is translationally invariant:
e↵ectively we consider an ensemble of systems with very complicated Kanamori interactions on each
atom. For t = 0, it reduces to a set of decoupled SYK models, and hence is a strongly interacing
non-Fermi liquid, while for t � U , it is obviously a conventional weakly interacting Fermi gas.
Designed in this way, the Hamiltonian retains a soluble large N limit. The saddle point conditions
are modified to

G(k, i!n)
�1 = i!n � ✏(k)� ⌃(k, i!n),

⌃(x, ⌧) = �U2
0G(x, ⌧)2G(�x,�⌧), (11)

where ✏(k) is the bare band dispersion (e.g. �2t cos k � µ in one dimension). In comparison with
the disordered problem, these equations are non-local in both frequency and momentum. Given
a solution of these equations, we will, following methods developed in our prior work, obtain the
electrical and thermal conductivity, thermodynamics, and more.

Broader implications of these results will be explored. One can compare with the de facto
standard for computational studies of strongly correlated metals, DMFT. While the properties and
mathematics of the disordered model have strong similarities with DMFT, the self-energy of the
clean system in Eq. (11) is no longer local, and it will be interesting to make a comparison of our re-
sults to DMFT and its cluster variants. The one-electron part of Hamiltonian in Eq. (10) can be gen-
eralized to arbitrary band structures, so we will apply the methodology to some realistic multi-band
systems. In particular, we will study the rare earth nickelates, RNiO3, and the pyrochlore iridates.
Our group has long-term collaborations with experimentalists in these systems, which both display
substantial correlation-induced band renormalization and even metal to insulator transitions.

5.2 Thermal transport in frustrated magnets

While for electron transport, non-quasiparticle transport is “special” and its observation limited
to exceptional correlated materials, the situation is di↵erent for spin transport in insulators with
well-formed local moments. There, the quasiparticle description breaks down for kT ⇠ J , where
J is the exchange energy, and unlike for metals there is no underlying free particle description.
Quasiparticle transport holds, at best, at low temperatures, where the typical ordered phase hosts
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FIG. 1: (a) A cartoon of our microscopic model. Conduction electrons (green) hop around on a lattice (black). At each lattice

site, they interact locally and randomly with SYK impurities (blue) through an interaction (orange) that independently

conserves the numbers of conduction and impurity electrons. (b) Finite-temperature regimes of the model. When the

conduction electron bandwidth is large enough, it realizes a disordered marginal-Fermi liquid (MFL) for the conduction

electrons for all temperatures T ⌧ J (Sec. III A). For a finite bandwidth, there can be a finite-temperature crossover to an

‘incoherent metal’ (IM), in which all notion of electron momentum is lost, if the coupling g is large enough (Sec. III B). Note

that we always have J � T and J & g.

whose Hilbert transform leads to the noted logarithmic divergence. The form (1.2) is consistent with recent electron

scattering observations [13]. A linear-in-T resistivity now follows upon considering itinerant fermions scattering o↵

such a local susceptibility, and the itinerant fermions realize a marginal Fermi liquid (MFL) with a ! ln! self energy

[7, 12, 14, 15].

A specific model for a bulk strange metal was provided by Parcollet and Georges [9]. They considered a doped

Mott insulator described by a random t-J model at hole density �, where t is the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) electron

hopping, and J is the r.m.s. exchange interaction. At low doping with �t ⌧ J , they found strange metal behavior

in the intermediate T regime Ec < T < J , where the coherence energy Ec = (�t)2/J . This strange metal is more

properly identified as an ‘incoherent metal’ (IM) (rather than a MFL), because the electron Green’s function has

the local form in Eq. (1.1). Bad metal behavior was found with a resistivity ⇢ ⇠ (h/e2)(T/Ec).

Another model of an IM appeared in the recent work of Song et al. [16]. They considered a lattice of SYK

sites, with r.m.s. on-site interaction U , and r.m.s. inter-site hopping t. As in Ref. 9, they found an IM in the

intermediate regime Ec < T < U , with a local electron Green’s function as in Eq. (1.1), and a bad metal resistivity

⇢ ⇠ (h/e2)(T/Ec). Their coherence scale was Ec = t2/U . (This lattice SYK model should be contrasted from

earlier studies [17, 18], which only had fermion interaction terms between neighboring SYK sites: the latter models

realize disordered metallic states without quasiparticle excitations as T ! 0, but have a T -independent resistivity.)

In this paper, we consider a lattice of ‘impurity’ SYK sites coupled to a separate band of itinerant electrons.

Our model is in the spirit of e↵ective Kondo lattice models which have been proposed as models of the physics of

the disordered, single-band Hubbard model [19–21]. Other two band models of itinerant electrons coupled to SYK

excitations have been considered in Refs. 22, 23. Our model exhibits MFL behavior as T ! 0, with a linear-in-T

resistivity, and a T lnT specific heat. For an appropriate range of parameters, there is a crossover at higher T to an

IM regime, also with a linear-in-T resistivity. The itinerant electrons have a non-random hopping t, the SYK sites

have a random interaction with r.m.s. strength J , and these two sub-systems interact with a random Kondo-like

exchange of r.m.s. strength g: see Fig. 1a for a schematic illustration. Fig. 1b illustrates the regimes of MFL and

3

IM behavior in our model.

The magnetotransport properties of this model will be a significant focus of our analysis. In the MFL regime,

we find that the longitudinal and Hall conductivities can be written as scaling functions of B/T , as shown in

Eq. (4.12); in contrast, the B dependence is much less singular in the IM regime. We then consider a macroscopically

disordered sample with domains of MFLs with varying electron and impurity densities; employing earlier work

on classical electrical transport in inhomogeneous ohmic conductors [24–30], we obtain the observed linear-in-B

magnetoresistance with a crossover scale at B ⇠ T .

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we introduce our basic microscopic model of a disordered MFL,

and determine its single-electron properties and finite-temperature crossovers in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we solve for

transport and magnetotransport properties of this basic model exactly in various analytically-tractable regimes.
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where we have followed the usual strategy for SYK models [11, 18] and introduced the auxiliary fields G,⌃, Gc,⌃c

corresponding to Green’s functions and self-energies of the f and c fermions respectively at each lattice site. In the

M,N = 1 limit, the integrals over the ⌃,⌃c fields enforce the definitions of G,Gc at each lattice site r. The large
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FIG. 1: (a) A two-dimensional lattice where each site contains N orbitals (represented by di↵erent

colors). The hoppings, tcrr0 , between any neighboring sites (colored arrows) are diagonal in orbital-index.

Each site is identical and the system is translationally invariant. (b) The internal structure of a single site

with N orbitals. The on-site interactions, U c

ijk`

, are quartic in the fermion operators, with all orbital

indices unequal.

It is believed that the properties of the SYK model are self-averaging, in the sense that the

correlation functions of a typical realization are close to those of the mean, up to 1/N corrections. In

Appendix B, we demonstrate that the standard deviations and higher cumulants of the correlation

functions in our model are suppressed by powers of 1/N . We therefore expect that the correlation

functions in our model are self-averaging in the large N limit, as in the single-site SYK model.

A. Fermion Green’s Function

The fermion Green’s function can be analyzed diagrammatically, such that the large-N saddle-

point solution reduces to studying the following set of equations self-consistently,
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strongly correlated models and explore their consequences for the phenomenology of a wide vari-

ety of non-Fermi liquid metals. We study the toy problem with q = 2 (i.e. a random-matrix) in

the presence of uniform hopping terms as an interesting exercise, which can be solved exactly, in

Appendix A in order to shed some light on issues related to transport. A number of accompanying

technical details appear in the appendices.

II. ONE-BAND MODEL

Let us begin with a microscopic model in d�dimensions on a hypercubic lattice (d = 2 will be

of primary interest) with N orbitals per site and fermionic operators defined by, c†
r,`, cr,`, (` =

1, ..., N). The fermions satisfy usual anti-commutation algebra {c
r,`, c

†
r

0,`0} = �``0�rr0 . We assume

that there is a global U(1) symmetry corresponding to a single conserved density (V ⌘volume),

Qc =
P

r,`hc
†
r`cr`i/(NV ). The value of 0 < Qc < 1 can be tuned by a chemical potential µc. The

Hamiltonian is given by

Hc =
X

r,r0

X

`

(�tc
r,r0 � µc�

rr

0)c†
r`cr0` +

1

(2N)3/2

X

r

X

ijk`

U c
ijk`c

†
ric

†
rjcrkcr`, (1)

where the hopping terms between sites r and r

0, tc
rr

0 , are diagonal in the orbital subspace and

depend only on |r � r

0| (assumed to be identical for all orbitals). The interaction term, U c
ijk`, is

purely on-site and is properly antisymmetrized with U c
ijk` = �U c

jik` = �U c
ij`k and U c

ijkl = U c
klij .

The values of U c
ijk` are assumed to be independent of the site-label, r (see Fig. 1(a) for a caricature

of the model; Fig. 1(b) elucidates the structure of interactions within each site). The model can

be viewed as a lattice of Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) [40–45] quantum dots with identical on-site

interactions, connected by orbital-diagonal, translationally invariant hopping matrix elements.9

The model (1) is di�cult to solve. However, just as in the SYK model, if we consider the

interaction terms U c
ijk` to be random, independent variables with a zero mean, and take the limit

N ! 1, then it is possible to compute properties of the model averaged over realizations of U c
ijk`.

It is important to note that we are not only assuming that the coupling constants on di↵erent

sites have the same distribution; rather, in every realization they are identical to each other, and

hence the Hamiltonian defined in Eq. 1 is translationally invariant. For convenience, we set the

distribution of the coupling constants to be Gaussian. The distribution satisfies U c
ijk` = 0 and

(U c
ijk`)

2 ⌘ U2

c , where Uc characterizes the strength of the interactions. The other energy scale in

our problem is the free electrons’ bandwidth, which we denote by Wc.

9 A one-dmensional field theory with similar translationally-invariant interactions has been considered in Ref. [59].

Patel, McGreevy, Arovas, Sachdev, arXiv:1712.05026

Chowdhury, Werman, Berg, Senthil, arXiv:1801.06178

SYK dots as strong local scatterers

SYK models w/ full translational symmetry
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Less obvious ultra-quantum “fluids”



Heat transport in magnets
A growing experimental effort valuable for its sensitivity, long-
wavelength nature, and automatic removal of localized states 

Ong’s group 2015
Tb2Ti2O7

Tokiwa, Matsuda et al. (2017?)
Pr2Zr2O7Figure 6. a) In “spin ice” the ground-state of each tetrahedron satisfies the ice rules (two spins in, two

spins out)[32]. “Monopole” excitations correspond to three out/in, one in/out. b) Classical monopoles are
localized and have an excitation energy of 2Jk. Quantum monopoles are itinerant, and theory also predicts the
development of emergent “photon” excitations. c) Field dependence of thermal conductivity in Yb2Ti2O7 from
[33] at various temperatures. d) Temperature dependence of thermal conductivity /T in spin ice compound
Pr2Zr2O7 reported by Tokiwa et al., showing marked upturn below 0.2K which is interpreted as a signal of
the spin-photon.

applied field, which the authors interpret as a result of Monopole thermal conduc-
tivity (6 c ). This is a very interesting result, and it will be interesting to examine
whether at still lower temperatures, a thermal conductivity from the spin-photons can
be observed.

In the sister comound Pr2Zr2O7[35], Tokiwa reports that he system displays no
discernable long range order, and that the measured inelastic neutron scattering dom-
inates 90% of the scattered intensity, consistent with a quantum spin ice compound.
Perhaps most excitedly, the thermal conductivity /T displays a marked upturn at
low temperatures (Fig. 6d) that may be the first signs of the fabled spin-photon exci-
tation. There is a hope that future neutron measurements will be able to resolve and
confirm the presence of this excitation. This is a developing story to keep your eyes
on.

6. Iron Based Superconductors

Unlike the cuprate superconductors, where we have unambiguous evidence for the
symmetry and structure of the pair wavefunction, in the iron based superconductors,
this issue is still a matter of continuing discussion and fascination[36]. Of particular
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exponential decay of the NMR relaxation indicates
inhomogeneous distributions of spin excitations
(22), which may obscure the intrinsic properties
of the QSL. A phase transition possibly associated
with the charge degree of freedom at ~6 K further
complicates the situation (23). Meanwhile, in
EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 (dmit-131) such a transi-
tion is likely to be absent, and a muchmore homo-
geneous QSL state is attained at low temperatures
(4, 5). As a further merit, dmit-131 (Fig. 1B) has
a cousinmaterial Et2Me2Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 (dmit-221)
with a similar crystal structure (Fig. 1C), which
exhibits a nonmagnetic charge-ordered state with
a large excitation gap below 70 K (24). A com-
parison between these two related materials will
therefore offer us the opportunity to single out
genuine features of the QSL state believed to be
realized in dmit-131.

Measuring thermal transport is highly advan-
tageous for probing the low-lying elementary
excitations in QSLs, because it is free from the
nuclear Schottky contribution that plagues the
heat capacity measurements at low temperatures
(21). Moreover, it is sensitive exclusively to itin-
erant spin excitations that carry entropy, which
provides important information on the nature of the

spin correlation and spin-mediated heat transport.
Indeed, highly unusual transport properties includ-
ing the ballistic energy propagation have been re-
ported in a 1D spin-1/2 Heisenberg system (25).

The temperature dependence of the thermal
conductivity kxx divided by Tof a dmit-131 single
crystal displays a steep increase followed by a
rapid decrease after showing a pronounced maxi-
mum at Tg ~ 1 K (Fig. 2A). The heat is carried
primarily by phonons (kxx

ph) and spin-mediated
contributions (kxx

spin). The phonon contribution
can be estimated from the data of the nonmagnetic
state in a dmit-221 crystal with similar dimensions,
which should have a negligibly small kxx

spin. In
dmit-221, kxx

ph/T exhibits a broad peak at around
1 K, which appears when the phonon conduction
grows rapidly and is limited by the sample bound-
aries. On the other hand, kxx/Tof dmit-131, which
well exceeds kxx

ph/T of dmit-221, indicates a sub-
stantial contribution of spin-mediated heat con-
duction below 10K. This observation is reinforced
by the large magnetic field dependence of kxx of
dmit-131, as discussed below (Fig. 3A). Figure
2B shows a peak in the kxx versus T plot for dmit-
131, which is absent in dmit-221. We therefore
conclude that kxx

spin and kxx
spin/T in dmit-131 have

a peak structure at Tg ~ 1 K, which characterizes
the excitation spectrum.

The low-energy excitation spectrum can be
inferred from the thermal conductivity in the low-
temperature regime. In dmit-131, kxx/T at low
temperatures is well fitted by kxx/T= k00/T + bT2

(Fig. 2C), where b is a constant. The presence of a
residual value in kxx/T at T→0 K, k00/T, is clearly
resolved. The distinct presence of a nonzero k00/T
term is also confirmed by plotting kxx/T versus T
(Fig. 2D). In sharp contrast, in dmit-221, a corre-
sponding residual k00/T is absent and only a pho-
non contribution is observed (26). The residual
thermal conductivity in the zero-temperature limit
immediately implies that the excitation from the
ground state is gapless, and the associated correla-
tion function has a long-range algebraic (power-law)
dependence. We note that the temperature depen-
dence of kxx/T in dmit-131 is markedly different
from that in k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3, in which
the exponential behavior of kxx/Tassociated with
the formation of excitation gap is observed (18).

Key information on the nature of elementary
excitations is further provided by the field depen-
dence of kxx. Because it is expected that kxx

ph is
hardly influenced by the magnetic field, particu-
larly at very low temperatures, the field depen-
dence is governed by kxx

spin(H) (26). The obtained
H-dependence, kxx(H), at low temperatures is
quite unusual (Fig. 3A). At the lowest temperature,
kxx(H) at low fields is insensitive toH but displays
a steep increase above a characteristic magnetic
fieldHg ~ 2 T. At higher temperatures close to Tg,
this behavior is less pronounced, and at 1K kxx(H)
increases with H nearly linearly. The observed
field dependence implies that some spin-gap–like
excitations are also present at low temperatures,
along with the gapless excitations inferred from
the residual k00/T. The energy scale of the gap is
characterized by mBHg, which is comparable to
kBTg. Thus, it is natural to associate the observed
zero-field peak in kxx(T)/Tat Tgwith the excitation
gap formation.

Next we examined a dynamical aspect of the
spin-mediated heat transport. An important ques-
tion is whether the observed energy transfer via
elementary excitations is diffusive or ballistic. In
the 1D spin-1/2 Heisenberg system, the ballistic
energy propagation occurs as a result of the con-
servation of energy current (25). Assuming the
kinetic approximation, the thermal conductivity
is written as kxx

spin = Csvs‘s /3, where Cs is the spe-
cific heat, vs is the velocity, and ‘s is themean free
path of the quasiparticles responsible for the ele-
mentary excitations. We tried to estimate ‘s sim-
ply by assuming that the linear term in the thermal
conductivity arises from the fermionic excitations,
in analogy with excitations near the Fermi surface
in metals. The residual term is written as k00/T ~
(kB

2/daħ)‘s, where d (~3 nm) and a (~1 nm) are
interlayer and nearest-neighbor spin distance. We
assumed the linear energy dispersion e(k)= ħvsk,
a 2D density of states and a Fermi energy com-
parable to J (26). From the observed k00/T, we
find that ‘s reaches as long as ~1 mm, indicating
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Fig. 2. The temperature dependence of kxx(T)/T (A) and kxx(T) (B) of dmit-131 (pink) and dmit-221
(green) below 10 K in zero field [kxx(T) is the thermal conductivity]. A clear peak in kxx/T is observed in
dmit-131 at Tg ~ 1 K, which is also seen as a hump in kxx. Lower temperature plot of kxx(T)/T as a function
of T2 (C) and T (D) of dmit-131, dmit-221, and k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 (black) (18). A clear residual of
kxx(T)/T is resolved in dmit-131 in the zero-temperature limit.

Fig. 3. (A) Field dependence of
thermal conductivity normalized
by the zero field value, [kxx(H) –
kxx(0)]/kxx(0) of dmit-131 at low
temperatures. (Inset) The heat cur-
rent Q was applied within the 2D
plane, and the magnetic field H was
perpendicular to the plane. kxx and
kxy were determined by diagonal
and off-diagonal temperature gra-
dients, DTx and DTy, respectively.
(B) Thermal-Hall angle tanq(H) =
kxy/(kxx – kxxph)as a function ofH at
0.23 K (blue), 0.70 K (green), and
1.0 K (red).
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Gapless Spin-Fluid Ground State in a Random Quantum Heisenberg Magnet
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We examine the spin-8 quantum Heisenberg magnet with Gaussian-random, infinite-range ex-
change interactions. The quantum-disordered phase is accessed by generalizing to SU(M) sym-
metry and studying the large M limit. For large S the ground state is a spin glass, while
quantum fluctuations produce a spin-fluid state for small S. The spin-fiuid phase is found to
be generically gapless —the average, zero temperature, local dynamic spin susceptibility obeys
g(u) in(l/~w[) + i(vr/2)sgn(u) at low frequencies.

PACS numbers: 75.10.Jm, 05.30.—d, 75.50.Ee

Random quantum spin systems offer a useful labora-
tory for studying the fascinating interplay between strong
interactions and disorder. Though not as complex or in-
tractable as metal-insulator transition systems, they are
still rich enough to display a host of unusual physical phe-
nomena. Moreover, they can be realized in a number of
experimental systems, many of which have been studied
intensively in recent years [1—5).
It is useful to distinguish two diff'erent types of possi-

ble ground states of a random quantum magnet: (a) a
state with magnetic long range order ((8,) g 0 where 8,
is the spin operator on site i) which can be a spin-glass,
ferromagnet, or an antiferromagnet; (b) a quantum dis-
ordered (or "spin-fluid") state in which (8,) = 0 due
to the presence of strong quantum fluctuations. Many
properties of the magnetically ordered phase can be de-
scribed by a semiclassical analysis. In contrast, the spin-
fluid phase and its zero-temperature phase transition to
the magnetically ordered phase are intrinsically quantum
mechanical, and their properties are only very poorly un-
derstood. This paper shall mainly focus on the properties
of the spin-fluid phase.
We begin by recalling earlier work on spin-fluid states.

In early studies of random-exchange spin- 2 Heisen-
berg spin chains by a numerical renormalization group
method, Ma and co-workers and others [6] noted that
the low temperature spin susceptibility g(T) behaved ap-
proximately like T with n ( 1. This behavior, and
their analysis, suggested that the quantum disordered
phase of spin chains generically possesses gapless exci-
tations: the low energy excitations arose from a signif-
icant probability of finding a pair of spins which were
essentially decoupled from the rest of the system, and
with only a weak, mutual, effective exchange interaction.
Subsequently, the numerical y(T) obtained by Bhatt and
Lee [7] of a dilute three-dimensional random-exchange
spin-2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet with short-range in-
teractions could be well fit by T with n —0.66.
Experiments [8] on many lightly doped semiconductors
have also found similar behavior in the low tempera-
ture spin susceptibility; however, somewhat surprisingly,
this behavior appears to persist in denser, more strongly

doped systems. More recently, Doty and Fisher [9,10]
have obtained numerous exact results on random quan-
tum spin chains; in particular, Fisher [10] proved that
the random-exchange, spin-2 Heisenberg chain has y
1/[T ln (1/T)] and is gapless.
In this paper we introduce a new solvable, random-

exchange, quantum Heisenberg magnet —its solution re-
duces to the determination of the properties of an integro-
differential equation, which is a diKcult, though not im-
possible task. Our model possesses infinite-range ex-
change interactions, and is thus a solvable limit which is
complementary to the spin chains. Over a certain range
of parameters, our model is argued to possess a spin-fluid
ground state, which is found to be generically gapless.
However, the physical mechanism of the gaplessness ap-
pears to be quite different from that of the random spin
chains and the Bhatt-Lee analysis [7]. Which of these
two limits is closer to realistic, dense three-dimensional
models remains an open question. Finally, our model is
expected to display a transition to a spin-glass phase. We
have not yet succeeded in unraveling the nature of this
transition and that of the replica symmetry breaking in
the spin-glass phas" these are issues we hope to address
in a future publication.
The main result discussed in this paper is that the

T = 0, average, local dynamic spin susceptibility of our
model has the following form over the entire quantum
disordered phase:

1 lg(~) = Ã ln [ + i—sgn(cu)

where X is a constant to be determined below, and the
omitted terms are subdominant in the limit [w~ ~ 0.
A notable feature of this form is that it is identical to
the "marginal" Fermi liquid susceptibility proposed on
phenomenological grounds by Varma et aL [ll] as a de-
scription of the electronic properties of the cuprates. It
is not completely unreasonable to begin a study of the
low-lying spin Quctuations in the cuprates by using the
infinite-range quantum spin model described below; how-
ever, at present we have no arguments which can deter-
mine whether, or how, the marginal spectrum will survive
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in more realistic models with charge carriers and Gnite-
range interactions. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, ours
is so far the only bulk model to display the marginal
spectrum over an entire phase, and one might hope that
mathematical structure of the mean-field theory is of
broader significance.
We consider the ensemble of Hamiltonians

Here a, 6 = 1, . . . , n are replica indices, 7. and 7' are Mat-
subara times, and S~ is the single-spin kinematic Berry
phase term [12]. The Edwards-Anderson order parame-
ter [16] for the spin-glass phase is qEA = Q ~(r —+ oo).
Moreover, Q ~, a g b, is 7 independent and nonzero only
in the spin-glass phase [17,18].
An exact evaluation of Zo is clearly not possible. We

therefore consider the large M limit, discussing first the
limit (C) above. This is achieved by the Schwinger boson
realization of 8:

where the sum over i, j extends over N —+ oo sites, the
exchange constants J,~ are mutually uncorrelated and se-
lected with probability P(J;z) exp[—J2/(2J )], the 8
are the spin operators of the group SU(M), and the states
on each site belong to a representation labeled by the in-
teger ni, [nb = 28 for SU(2); more generally nt, is the
number of columns in the Young tableau of the represen-
tation [12]]. This model has been considered previously
by Bray and Moore [13] for the group SU(2); they found
strong evidence in favor of the presence of spin-glass or-
der at T = 0 for all values of S. Accessing the spin-fluid
phase therefore requires considerations of groups other
than SU(2); following a technique which has been suc-
cessful in clean antiferromagnets [12,14], we generalize to
the group SU(M) and study the phase diagram in the nb
M plane. [We have also studied the properties of random
Sp(M) [15] magnets with results that are very similar to
the simpler SU(M) case considered here. ]
The system becomes solvable in three interesting limits

in the ng-M plane (taken after the N —+ oo limit). (A)
ng —+ ao, M fixed. This is the semiclassical limit and
yields ground states well within the magnetically ordered
spin-glass phase. (B) M ~ oo, nb fixed. It can be proved
order by order in 1/M, that the ground state in this limit
is always a spin fluid. (C) M —+ oo, ni, /M = K fixed.
This is in many ways the most interesting limit, because
by varying K one ean interpolate between the spin-glass
and spin-fluid phases. Moreover, one expects a phase
transition between these two ground states at a critical
value of v = K,.
The structure of the mean-field theory obtained in the

N ~ oo limit was discussed in Ref. [13]. We express the
partition function as a coherent-state path integral [12],
introduce n replicas, average the partition function, and
the saddle point reduces to the quantum mechanics of
n replicas of a single spin; assuming the saddle point is
spin-rotation invariant (this is true in both the spin-fluid
and spin-glass phases) we obtain the single-site coherent-
state path integral Zo = f 138exp(Z) with

1/T
drdr Q (7 —r )8 (r) ' 8 (r ) (3)

and the self-consistency condition

Q'(r —r') = M, (8 (r) 8'(r'))z'

) b„tb"=nb, (5)

where 6 is a boson annihilation operator, p, , v = 1, . . . , M.
In the large M limit, Eqs. (3) and (4) reduce to the fol-
lowing equations for the boson Green's function Ga (r) =
(1/M) P„(T(bi'(r)b~t(0))) and its Fourier transform
Ga~(i(u„):

b'av ga$ b'avP P

Ga (uu„)= [—i~„+A —Za (i~„)] (6)

~a'(r) = J'Ga'(r)Ga'(r)Ga ( r)—(7)

iAe 'Ga(z) = +, Im(z) & 0,z

where A ) 0. The positivity conditions on the spectral
weight require 0 & 8 & vr/2. Inserting this into (7) we
find for Im(z) & 0 that

while Q ~(r) = Gz"(r)Ga ( r). Her—e A is a chemical
potential set by the constraint G (r = 0 ) = z
two equations can be combined into a single integrodif-
ferential equation for Ga~(r). We also require that solu-
tions satisfy conditions imposed by the spectral represen-
tation of a boson Green's function: G~& (z) is analytic for
Im(z) & 0, w Im[Ga (a + i0+)] & 0 and Ga (z) —1/z
for large ~z~. The replica-diagonal components of Eqs. (6)
and (7) also bear a formal resemblance to a perturbative
solution of the infinite-dimensional Hubbard model [19];
however, there are some signi6eant differences which turn
out to have dramatic consequences in the nature of the
solution.
We will focus here only on the spin-fluid phase, whence

all correlations are replica diagonal, and replica indices
will be dropped. An immediate consequence of (6)
and (7) is that the zero-temperature boson spectrum
must be gapless. For suppose that the spectral weight
Im[Ga(ur + i0+)] = 0 for ~a~ & 4, then (7), expressed
in real frequencies, implies that 1m[Ra(u+ i0+)] = 0 for
~w~ & 36—this agrees with the real-frequency version of
(6) only if 6 = 0.
Let us focus on the low-frequency behavior of G~.

Assume that Ga (u) w", then from (7) we get
1m[Ra(a)] w + ". This can be consistent with (6)
only if A = Za(cu = 0) and p, = —z. As Ga is analytic
in the upper-half frequency plane, we write
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Original SY paper actually treated spins

Challenge: extend to non-disordered systems
• Similar to problem of SYK Fermi surfaces
• Tensor model for large N control?

⌃ =
H =

J

N3/2

X

hiji

Si;abcdSj;adcb

Si;abcd = f†
i;Aabfj;Acd



Conclusion

• Convergence of ideas suggests that 
maybe problematic metals are not 
“strange”, “bad”, or “incoherent” but 
rather they are SYK


